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Proud Sponsor and
Official Vehicle of Texas Parks
and Wildlife foitndation

LOAD IT UP WEIGH IT DOWN, HEAD 'EM OUT, ROLL 'EM IN. The new 2005 Toyota Tacoma isn't just big. It's
bigger in every dimension. A 245-hp V6 engine, up to 6,500 lb towing capacity and Toyota's legendary off-~'W oad epuatio - n woder otorTred naed acom the200 Truk oftheYeareToaxpeiencfth

award-winning Tacoma, visit your local Toyota dealer today.
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In the Field

SCOTT SOMMERLATTE, or Capt. Scott
Sommerlatte, as he's known on the Texas Coast, is a fly-fish-

ing and light-tackle guide working out of the Port O'Connor
and Seadrift area. From late spring through early autumn,
Sommerlatte can be found on the poling platform of his flats

skiff, searching for redfish and numerous other ir shore

species to keep his customers happy. The rest of his time is

dedicated to photographing and writing about the outdoors.

In this issue, he writes about both his full-time work ( the
cover story, "Brutes of the Bay" on page 22) and his part-time

obsession ("Tackle Box or Treasure Chest" starting on page

34). His photographs and

articles have appeared in

numerous national and

regional publications such

as Salt Water Sportsman, Shallow

WaterAngler, Tide, Texas Sporting

Journal, Sport Fishing and Lone

Star Outdoor News.

GIBBSMILLIKEN has been an active bow hunter and
field archer for more than 50 years, and in this month's issue, he
writes about current trends in archery equipment. His enthusiasm

for the outdoors carries over into his other life as professor of art

and Latin American studies at the University of Texas at Austin,
where his research projects and creative efforts frequently take

P-v

4ia i

him into remote wilderness areas of the

Neotropics. Milliken's articles, paint-

ings, drawings and photographs

appear in numerous exhib tions, peri-
odicals, and books published by Time-

Life and by the University of Texas

Press. He regularly contributes to Texas

Parks & Wildlife magazine as product edi-

tor, field testing and reviewing the latest

and most innovative outdoor gear for

his monthly column, Field Test.

SHERYL SMIIH-HODGELS, who makes her

home in the Hill Country town of Blanco, is a full-time

freelancer who has contributed regularly to Texas Perks &

Wildlife magazine since 1990. Her first taste of jou--nalism, at
age I6, came with her writing for her high school newspaper

in Corpus Christi. From then on, she was smitten. After

earning a journalism degree from Trinity University, she
worked as a reporter for several newspapers, then began

freelancing after the birth of her son, Patrick, in 1987
(daughter Lindsey followed in 1991).
Since then, she's been published in
numerous state and national maga-
zines. In the course of her work, she's
been honored with a number of

awards, and made time for two

books. Smith-Rodgers is a self-edu-
cated spider naturalist, and is known
around Blanco as the "Spider Lady."
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FROM THE PEN OF ROBERT L. COOK

For the first time in years, I went quail hunting several times this past season. It was

super -lots of quail, great company and good times. This is somewhat remarkable, since

some folks have been predicting the demise - and even the extinction - of quail for the

past decade. Everybody has an excuse for why quail numbers are lower than they used

to be. Predators, fire ants and feral hogs seem to be leading the list of assumed causes

today. Well, folks, I am here to testify that the bobwhite quail is not extinct. The reason

for their "decline" is because their habitat has declined in quality and quantity.

Although we hunted on some of the best quail country in North America, I must

confess that neither my old friend who invited me hunting nor I are the best shot I've

ever seen. In fact, we can barely hold our own against a covey rise of 12-18 wild bob-

white quail. It is a "rush," as they say. Even with a good pointer dog

locked on the birds, you just don't know when they're going to get

up. When they do flush, it is like the earth comes up around you.

Maybe you're too close, maybe too far. Maybe there is a tree between

you and the birds that come your way, or maybe they all go in front

of the other shooter. A gentleman or lady does not shoot at the

other hunter's birds.
I also like the fact that my gracious host hunts slowly. I try to avoid

hunters who hunt too fast, who rush to the point. I've always enjoyed

hunting slow, and nowadays I'm even slower. I've learned to appre-

ciate the experience more, to enjoy the dogs, to smile at my friends'

poor jokes and our frequent misses; maybe I get a shot, maybe I

don't; no matter.

There is one thing that my old friend does as well - or better - than

anyone else, anywhere. He manages his land for wildlife, and in doing

so, he produces better wildlife habitat for all species. He manages

some of his country specifically to favor bobwhite quail. He knows what

quail habitat looks like and he makes his country look like that. He

thinks like a quail - not too much brush, just barely enough for escape

cover; plenty of bunch grasses for nesting, but open enough for easy

travel by these little critters and their thimble-sized offspring; jillions

There is one thing

that my oldfriend does

as well - or better -

than anyone else,

anywhere. He manages

his landfor wildlife,

and in doing so,

he produces better

wildlife habitatfor

all species.

of insects; and lots of BB-sized seeds. If an artist wanted to paint a picture of "quail habi-

tat," he or she would use this fellow's place as the model.

Another thing, hunting with this guy is like hunting with J. Edgar Hoover. He insists on

recording all this information, this data, on quail and your hunt. "You must have the data

to make decisions," he states. "Do not depend on your memory." We diligently recorded the

number of coveys encountered during each hunt; how many birds were in each covey; how

many birds were harvested from each covey; how many were mature birds or immature birds

of the year, male or female; and what they have been eating. He was constantly asking ques-

tions and writing down information. I like that about him.

What are the three key ingredients for more quail, I ask? "Habitat, habitat and

habitat," he replies softly, "Very good deer habitat may only be fair quail habitat. If

you want to maximize quail numbers, you must produce quail habitat, you must man-

age for quail, and ... no excuses," he smiles.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Texas Parks and Wildife Department mission statement:

To manage and conserve the natural and cultural resources of Texas and to provide hunting, fishing

and outdoor recreation opportunities for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations.
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PICKS, PANS AND PROBES FROM

FOR EWORD
Now that school is out for summer and vacation season is in full

swing, there is much to do outdoors before the summer heat goes from

warm to white hot.

I have some family coming to visit from out of state and I know they will

want to see the Battleship TEXAS (see related story on page 30). My 86-

year-old father served in the Navy in WWII; I can picture him standing

proudly on the deck of the warship, reminiscing about the good old days -

and the bad ones, too. He told me only once

about how he got the shrapnel scars on his

back (a shell exploded next to him). One
telling will last a lifetime.

As the summer heats up, I look forward to

some night bass fishing (see Bass and the Moonlight

on page 42). I always enjoy night fishing. My

senses seem to tune into the surroundings

more. Every splash and every fish is a new sensa-

tion. No matter the size of the catch, the fish

seem to pull harder and fight better. And, you

catch plenty of big fish after dark.

Now is also the time to start preparing for the

fall hunts. Archers should be practicing and

learning about all of the latest equipment. The

new technology in archery gear is quite impres-

sive (see story on page 48). When I was a serious

hunter, especially bow hunting and waterfowl

hunting, I joined a summer archery league and

the local trap-shooting club to get ready. That

was time well spent. I don't hunt as much any-

more because it gets in the way of fishing, but ther are times when the hunt-

ing itch gets stronger. One of these days I'll have to scratch it.

Finally, I would like to introduce the magazine's new photo editor, Eduardo

"Andres" Carrasco. When the esteemed Bill Reaves retired at the end ofJanu-

ary, we knew we would have to scramble for a couple of months while we

searched for his successor. That meant Art Director Mark Mahorsky had to do

double duty, a task he's handled admirably. We are all thrilled to have Andres

on the team (and Mark is more than a little relieved). He was imported to

Texas 10 months ago from Australia by his new bride, a Fort Worth native. He

brings a strong background in the technical aspects of photography as well as a

keen eye for artistic design. First-rate photography and design have always

been key factors in the success of Texas Parks & Wildife magazine. With Andres'

expertise, we hope to honor that tradition even as we continue to evolve and

explore exciting new possibilities. Let us know how we're doing.

RANDY B R U D N I C K I

P U B L I S H E R
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OUR READERS

LETTERS
TROOPS AT BALMORHEAIn the picture in the lower left on page

28 of the April issue, I found some-
thingvery interesting that is not men-

tioned in the article. In the background

of the photograph, you can see a tent

city ofwhite tents with a few cars and a

lot ofhorses. This tent

city, I believe, is a camp

of the U.S. Cavalry that

went on maneuvers on

horseback from Fort

Bliss in El Paso into the

Big Bend area ofWest

Texas in 1938. Possi-

bly, they went as far as

the town of Pecos. The

picture says Howard,
which is the name of

the photographer who

operated Howard's

Studio in Pecos. I

remember this infor-

mation from stories my

father, Zech Dameron

Jr. who was living in

Balmorhea at that time,

used to tell.

ZECH DAMERON III

Coppell

T P & WEDITORS RESPOND: We called

Brenda Contreras, the administrative assistant

at Balmorhea. They have a larger print of a

similar photograph made by Howard's Studio,
ofthe 1st Cavalry Division, taken in Januagy

of194o. At one time, the 1st Cav. had as

many as 4, ooo horses at Balmorhea.

BRAZOS REVERIE REVISITED
was pleased to read your recent article
about fly fishing along the Brazos

River on the stretch below the Lake

Whitney Dam. I have fished this river

several times with Chris Shafer.

Missing from the story were the many

natural splendors that draw me back

whenever the opportunity arises.

While I am drawn to the Brazos

U^

ity of white tents with a few cars and a ot of hon

This tent city, I believe, is a camp ofthe U.S. Cavalr

5I went on maneuvers on horsebackfrom Fort i
e Big Bend area ofWestTexas

Zech Dameron Il
Coppell



reacers. 2nd lieutenan: James B. Ranft sa t us this photograph of three Texans Vhc
enjoy the read. Leftto right: SPC Elliotfro r lien Rose, SET Gray from Winters End PFC
Calcwel fror- San Antcnio. il arE wi-h E- rmpany, 3rc Br, 35th Infantry Divis on.

because of the great fishing and excellent

company, I can't get enough of the ra:-

ural springs that feed the river, tae

waterfowl tha: stalk their prey at he

water's edge, =he occasional flock of wild
turkeys that flies across the river or t-ze

chance observance of a water cccasin

sunning itself on the same branch where

my trophy fis-i is waiting for my 'ly. I
return to the Brazos because of the

serenity of quietly drifting down tr-e
river where few people are seen and

where I can pretend that life is simple
and all things are well in the world.

DAVID LEMKE

Ho ustor

THE WARDEN FROM SCOTLAND
number of years ago my friends in

Fllomball, Texas, sent a copy of the

TP&Wmagazine as a yearly subscription
birthday present. What can I say? This
publication is very informative and has

great articles. Should I ever have the

in-irni~I~ U ~ ~ mi k~

Let us hear from you!
Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine

welcomes letters from our reacers.
Please include your name, address

and daytime telephone number.
Write to us at

Texas ?arks & Wildlife magazine,
3000 South 1-35, Suite 120,

Austin, TX 787C4.
Or, fax us at 512-707-1913

rnai is at
<magazire@tpwd.state.tx.js>.

Subscribe at <tpwmagazine.com>.

We reserve the right to edit letters for
length and clarity-

opportunity to return to Texas, I will

visit as many cf the wonderful sites that

have seen mentioned in the magazine as

possible.
To all of the writers and staff of T?&W,

thank you for an enjoyable experience,
one :-at wil stay with me for many years

yet to come. The quality is unsurpassed

along wi± the dedicat-on of all who work

at TPWD.

3h.
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MAIL CALL
What is the criteria for becoming a

warden within Texas? Sadly I am in
Scotland and aged 53 years, but have a

great affinity for the outdoors, have my
poetry published within 28 anthologies
in the U.S. and the U.K.

I'm keen to become a game warden if

possible. Thank you for allowing myself
and my grandson into your world of the

Texan outdoors. Kind regards,

DAVE WILKIE

Aberdeen, Scotland

TPWD RESPONDS: Thanksforyour kind
words about our magazine andforyour inter-

est in the career of a Texas game warden.

TPWD is proud of the Law Enforcement Divi-
sion's record of recruiting candidatesfrom

diverse backgrounds. With that record of
diversity in mind,jour age will not disqualig

you, but successful candidatesfor the game
warden academy must be U.S. citizens. You

can go to the following Web page to read about

the qualifications and related information.
<www.tpwd.state.tx. us/involved/

jobvac/gwcadet/index.htm>



HEBOXTURTLES GO.
Expert seek helpjfrom the public todetermine t tute'sstatus.

For generations, horned lizards thrived m arid and semi-
arid habitats across Texas. -hen, in the 197Cs, Texans noticed

they didn't see as many as they once did. The resulting citizens'

concerns led the Texas Parks and'Wldlife Department in 1997

to establish the Texas Hcrned Lizard Wa:ch.
Now Texans are asking why box turtles arent as prolificc in the

Lone Star State as they on:e were. Biologis:s are wondering, too.
"TPWD would like :o know more abou: what's going on with

:hese species," says Lee Ann Linam a biologist wri_- the depart-

ment's Wildlife Diversity branch. "They seem to parallel the horned

Box turtles - both the eastern, below, and the arate, inset -

might soon enjoy the protection of a citizens' watch group if

research proves that their numbers are dwind ing in Tsxas
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lizard - there's a perception that there's not as many box turtles as
there used to be. But there's not a lot of research on them. So
TPWD biologists and s:all will be on the lookout for box turtles
around the state."

Box turtles have a single hinge at the front of heir lower shell,
which allows them to fold up and close their shell entirely, hence,
their common name of "box turtle." Two species are found in

Texas. The eastern box :urdle (Terrapene carolina) inhabits East Texas,
while the ornate box turtle (Terrapene ornata ornate) ranges through-

out most of the state. Orr-ate box turtles west of the Pecos River are
commonly called c.eser: box turtles (Terrapene oriata luteola).

Linam hopes that members of state herpetological societies will
assist with gathering repor-s on turtle sightings. Data will be com-
piled and analyzed. "If box turtles appear to be scarcer than they

used tc be, then we may develop a citizens' watch pro-

gram as well as other research," the biologist says.
Michael Srith with the Box Turtle Partnership of

Texas staunchly advocates conservation of the species.
"We're going to lose box turtles if we don't take steps
now to save them," he says. "We need to learn a lot in

a hurry or it wil be too late to bring them back."

Highway mortality, habitat degradation, urban
sprawl collection from the wild and low reproduction
rates may be contributing to the turtles' possible

decline. Fred Gehlbach, a research professor of biol-

ogy at Baylcr University, has surveyec reptiles in a 170-
acre region west of Waco for the past 40 years.

"The ornate box turtle together with eight other
reptiles were totally wiped out by suburban sprawl
that erasecs the rangeland after it was sold to devel-
opers." he reports. "The eastern box turtle popu-
lation has been reduced by approximately 85 per-

cent and is probably not reprociucing. I haven't
seen a juvenile eastern in 15 years!"

For more information, including forms to report
box turtle sightings, visit <www.tpwd.state.tx.us/box
turtles/>. The Box Turtle Partnership of Texas also

has an online form at <www.gctts.org/BTPT>. *
-Sheryl Smith-RodgersA
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For Tommy and Gena Offill, the Tommy & Gena
decision to select a home builder Offill from
came down to trust. "No other Bells, Texas
contractor even came close to making
us feel as comfortable as Tilson did,"
Tommy said.

tile, move a
wall and
more. Tilson
will make it
all very easy

Tilson has been a family owned
Built On Your Lot builder in Texas
for over 70 years. Built On Your Lot
means you choose your lot and
Tilson builds one of our beautifully
designed homes on it.

With Tilson, you'll have many
opportunities to personalize
your home. You can pick different

Tilson has over 70plans to choose from like the
Shiloh shown above. All can be personalized.

TILS@N
HOME CORPORATION

,1

I!

Another

thing

Tilson can
make easy is
financing. Chances
are, you'll qualify for
Tilson's EasyBuys" program,
meaning you won't neec any
interim financing while your home
-s being built.

Ask anyone who's buil- with Tuisor
and you'll hear why we've become
he Built On Your Lot builder more

Texans

know they
can trust.

Or, ask the
Offills, "At

the Tilson
model home

park, everyone
was really

friendly. They
are always eager
o answer any
questions you
ght have."

We know a question
the Offills won't have:

Which Built On Your Lot builder
you can trust to build your dream
home just about anywhere.

To learn More, call 1-866-784-5766
(1-866-7TILSON)

or visit www.Tilson-Homes.com
or stop by to tour an open house at any Tilson Model Home Park.

GULF COAST:
Angleton
Houston
Spring
Bryan

CENTRAL TEXAS:
Boerne
San Marcos
Georgetown

NORTH TEXAS:
McKirney
Weatlerford

Tilson is a proud supporter of the
Coastal Conservation Associaticn tCCA) of Texas and the
2005 State of Texas Angler's Rodeo (STAR) tournament. T A i

tY

t

¶
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Nikon
The trusted rame in opticsTM

The
Nikon Premier LXL

©204 Nikon Inc.

- 100% Waterproof/100% -ogproof

- Phase corrected, high resolution,
fully multi-coated optics for
maximum b-ightness

- Slide-ird-lock eyecups

- Lorg eye relief for easy viewing
witi or without eyeglasses

- Duraale, lightweight magnesium
alloy construction

. Weigns just 2- oz. (8x42)

- 25 year limited warranty included
on all Nikon binoculars

Nikon.

PREMIER Nikon
_______ Icar AUTHORIZED

DEALER

EAGLE OPTICS.
2120 W. Greenviaw Dr, Middletor WI 53562

Eagle Optics is an Authorized Nikon Dealer.
For i-formation on Nikon's corrp ete lire
cf ispor optics call or visit us on ine at:

800-289-1132
www.eag leoptics.com
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ORGANIZING
YOUR DIGITAL
IMAGES
Face it. Digita photography is here
to stay. Its ability to provide immediate
imagery, ease of transferring anid out-

putting files and image quality rivaling

or exceeding traditional film make it a
valuable (and fun) tool in the fast-

paced world of personal and business

communications. Even a photo purist
such as myself, with a devotion to the

traditional darkroom and with D-76
in his veins, has embraced the new dig-

ital technology, comforted and
absolved in the knowledge that even

Ansel Adams, shortly before hs death,
said that he locked forward to using

the electronic image.
Thankfully, most of the basics of

photography still apply in tha digital

environment. Things like shutter

speed, aperture focal length and ISO
remain the same. In fact, marn digital

cameras look and feel just like their

film-based counterparts. The biggest

image management programs allow you
to orcarize, edit and share your digital
photos. Some provide nifty features like
this pht o collage created with the free
Pic sa2 program from Google.

difference comes after the photos have

been taken and multitudes of digital
files take up residence on your com-

puter s hard drive. At that point you

have reached the digital equivalent of

stuffing all of your old family snapshots
and slides into shoeboxes and

envelopes, with the best intentions of

sorre day organizing them into albums

or indexed files.
To the rescue comes the digital pho-

tograpner's best friend: the image man-

agement program. While there are

many variations of this type of software

(see appliers below), most enable you

to download, browse, rename, edit and

organize your photos. In fact, your

computer probably came preloaded

wi:h its own proprietary image view-

ing'management program. Most digi-

tal cameras come with some type of
management software to install on your

computer. Some programs are more

L` 4: Lax
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full-featured than others; the better

ones allow you to add keywords and

caption information to your images

and perform searches based on those

keywords and captions. For instance, if

I want to find all images of my son,
Adam, I just enter the search term

"adam" and every digital image I have
with him in it will instantly be dis-
played. Try doing that with a shoebox.

To make best use of any image man-

agement program, it helps to establish

a consistent workflow when organizing

digital files. Here are the basic steps:

1.) Download images from the camera
to a folder on the computer. Some pro-
grams will automatically launch and
download the images when a camera or
memory card (via a card reader) is con-
nected. Some download programs give
you the option of renaming your files at
this point. Renaming a file from a camera-
generated naming convention such as
"DSC022.jpg" to a more practical name
such as "Vacation2005.jpg" makes for
easier searching and organizing.

2.) Cull. Now is the time to delete any
duplicate or unwanted images. Otherwise
they will take up valuable disc space.

3.) Edit. Use the features included
with most management programs to cor-
rect exposure, color, contrast or crop-
ping. Do not size your image down! Keep
this original at its maximum size for
archiving. You can always down-size a
copy for later use.

4.) Archive. Currently, burning to a CD
or DVD is the most practical way to
archive your images. For irreplaceable
images, it's best to make two copies of
your archive disk, keeping each at a sep-
arate location in case of fire, flood or
other disaster.

Check out these providers of image
management software. Costs and fea-
tures vary. Most have free trial versions
available for download. Picasa is free.

<www.acdsystems.com>

Breeze Browser (Windows)
<www.breezesys.com>

iView Media (Windows & Mac
<www.iview-multimedia.com>

Photo Mechanic (Windows
<www.camerabits.com>

Picasa2 (Windows)
<www.picasa.com>

Portfolio (Windows &
<www.extensis.com>

-Earl Nottingham

INTT

with the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Crime Stoppers program.

You can helb mae a difference when you're out fishing this spring.
Whenever you sEe ary illegal fishing activities from shock ng fish or under-

sized fis-i being kept, :o people exceeding the bag limit, give our reward
hotline a call a- 300-7c2-GAME. And put a stop to poaching in Texas.

-j j
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Trapping Ocelots with a Camera
Automatic motion detectors help biologistsget photos
of rare cats and other elusive species.

Darkness falls at Laguna Atascosa
National Wildlife Refuge near Brownsville,
in South Texas. Through a clearing in the
woods, an ocelot emerges, cautiously
smells the air and then plops down on the

ground, rolling and rubbing lazily on its
back like a house cat.

Suddenly, a brilliant light flashes, illu-
minating the sleek, spotted feline and its
brushy surroundings for a mere second.
Just as quickly, the darkness returns.
Oblivious, the ocelot rubs in the dirt a

z while longer, then jumps up and van-
ishes into the night.

A week or so later, Linda Laack, a

0 wildlife biologist at the refuge, grins at a

o photograph of the ocelot, caught off guard
o that night, relaxing. Flipping through a

stack of snapshots, Laack pauses to peer at

a another picture of an ocelot. This one is

wide-eyed, slightly crouched, its head bent

down, nose nearly to the ground.

The pictures are among

thousands taken by remote

35 mm film cameras setup at
select sites at the refuge and
activated by infrared beams

or motion sensors. Their
mission: to "capture" the

elusive ocelot, the region's
endangered carnivore.

"It's a lot of fun, inter-

esting and exciting," Laack
says of the scientific method called camera
trapping. "It's a great way to survey for

specific animals, like ocelots. If we didn't
have cameras for surveying areas, then

we'd have to use live traps, which are more

expensive and time consuming. Cameras

are less invasive to the animal."

Occasionally, though, animals must be
caught. "There's still a place for trap-

ping and attaching radio-collars in our

work if we need to learn more specific

TIS Hill Country RiUer RBIlOn

A WactEsin ReRSLn 6Dr gvery 5e Sw"
Concan . Garner State Park Reagan Wells

Sabinal " Utopia." Uvalde
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information about behavior, habitat use
or movement patterns," Laack explains.

"That typ: of information can't be gath-

ered by cameras alone."

This year, an intensive camera-

trappirg study will attempt to deter-
mine exactly how many ocelots inhab-

it the 6 5.0 6 -acre refuge. "There are
about 50 to 10c ocelots left in South

Texas," Laack says. "We estimate that

there are 30 to 40 in and around

Laguna Atasccsa."

Using cameras to "trap" animals has

been arc-und for more than a century.
George hiras III developed and used
trip-wire photography of animals at night
for the -irs: time in 1899. His stunning
photos were published in National
Geograpkc in 1906. In the 1920s, rudi-

mentary camera traps documented the

presence of tapirs on Barro Colorado
Island nortn of the Panama Canal.

Generally, biologists use camera traps -
such as models marketed by TrailMaster
and CamnTrakker - to inventory species at

specific locations as well as de-ermine
species density, animal activity and behav-

ior. By :ompar-ng spot pa-terns and other
distinguishing marks, scientists can identi-

fy individual animals.

Camera traps aren't perfect. Waving

grass or _ir ds flying by can trigger a cam-
era. Bat:eries wear down, flash units
break cown, film rolls run out. Animals

can even vreak havoc with equipment.

Especially raccoons.

"They love :o play with the cameras,"
Laack says. "W4 e'll get a Ficture of a rac-
cc-on far away then one of it closer up,
then a picture of its face. Then the cam-

era gets knocked over." *

-Sheyl Sih-Rodgers
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In a new study, scientists hope to

quantify the value of bats in Texas.

It's dusk in the Hill Country,
and a bat flits out of Bracken
Cave in northwestern Comal

County. Another follows, then a

few more. Soon, a cloud of

Brazilian free-tailed bats spirals

from the cave and disappears
into the darkening sky.

"It's one of the great wonders of

the world," says Dr. Thomas

Kunz, the director of Boston

University's Center for Ecology
and Conservation Biology.

"Watching bats emerge is like watching
flames of a fire - it's mesmerizing."

An estimated 100 million Brazilian free-
tailed bats (Tadarida brasiliensis) roost in caves,
under bridges and within buildings across
Central Texas. During their nightly forays,

they consume enormous amounts of
insects, including pests that wreakhavoc on

area crops. Researchers like Kunz want to

know more precisely their significance to

agroecosystems in Texas.
Afive-year, $2.4 million project- fund-

ed by the National Science Foundation - is
underway to assess the bats' ecological and

economic value.
Kunz leads a team that includes mathe-

maticians, meteorologists, climatologists,
economists and entomologists from the

University of Tennessee, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture and TPWD.

A major goal will be to count the bats.
Using infrared thermal video cameras and a

specialized computer program, researchers

take images of bats at night as they leave 12
selected caves and several key bridges. "They
fly out at 600 - 1,000 bats per second,"
Kunz says. "No one could stand there and

count them one at a time."
Having a more accurate handle on bat

numbers will better equip scientists to esti-
mate how much they're eating on the fly at
night. Plus, DNA tests on bat feces will reveal
exactly what they're devouring-likely thou-
sands of destructive corn earworm moths
that migrate north from Mexico inJune.

According to Kunz, biologists already
know that a nursing mother bat weighing 12

grams can consume up to two-thirds her

body weight in insects every night. A mil-
lion nursing bats eat up to 21.5 tons night-

The Brazi ian free-tailed bat, more com-

monly called the Mexican free-tailed bat.
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ly, so the bats' appetite translates to less

need for pesticides to treat corn and cotton

"Which reduces costs for farmers," Kana
adds, "anc alsc costs beyond purchase
because p2stic-des tend to accumulate ir

the envirorjrrent."

Par: of the research project includes devel-
oping educational materials that will teach

people how ba:s benefit the environmen:.
historicallyy bats have been portrayed as
e'il," Kunz sav'. "They're considered tc be

bad because they come out at night and are
shrouded in rynth and superstition. It's ust

a matter of putting bats in perspective. They
do have many- valuable traits."

Patricia Morton, program leader for
conservation outreach in TPWD's Wildlife
Division, will produce two videos and a
bilingual children's book on the impor-

tance of bats to agriculture.

"We share the species with Mexico, so it

makes sense :co produce materials in

English and Spanish," Morton explains.
"If the bats are not protected in Mexizo,
where they ove winter, then they won't be as

effective in consuming agricultural pests

here in the U.S.'
"In Mexicco, dhe bats roost in such large

numbers in caves that if someone started a
fire, they co-ak kill a huge number of bats,"
Morton says. "Bats roosting in large num-

bers are always vulnerable to hurasan dis-

turbance," Morton adds. "Education on
both sides of the border is essential to
maintaining healthy populations of these
highly beneficial animals."*

-SheylSmith-Rodgm
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SKILL BUILDER / BY LARRY BOZKA

Noxious GooandaStinger,Too
How to avoid jellyfish and stingrays -and what to do iftheypenetrateyour defenses.

When I tell nonanglers that I'm an avid wade fisherman, they
usually predict that I will someday, inevitably, be attacked by a
shark or ambushed by an alligator.

I assure them that the odds of either are far less likely than those
of my graphite trout rod getting struck by lightning.

No, what I'm worried about, most every time I hop over the

transom of my boat, are - and not in this order -jellyfish
and stingrays.

Jellyfish tendrils etch meandering, watermelon-red welts onto
exposed skin, but that's about it (unless, of course, you're allergic,
in which case an agitated honeybee can do you in just as quickly).

Stingrays?
They're another matter.
The southern stingray will not kill you. But it will, accord-

ing to the guys I know who have "been hit," at least briefly make

you wish you were dead.

If this frightens you, take heart. Fear is a valuable defense
mechanism, and if you play good defense, odds are you will never

feel the scorch of a jellyfish burn or the outright agony of a
stingray barb as it lances your Achilles tendon.

When I began wade fishing in the mid-1970s, the only effective
stingray deterrent was the "bay bottom shuffle."

Drag your feet, toes angled down,

and shuffle. The bottom-hugging

creatures almost always yield to a

slowly shuffling wader.'

Fortunately, nowadays, we also

have the option of wearing the

equivalent of bulletproof vests

for our feet and calves. Though

none are foolproof, ray-deflect-
ing leggings and wading boots
provide a remarkable and reas-

suring degree of protection.
I'd no sooner wade fish without

my stingray boots than drive a

destruction derby car without

wearing a seatbelt.

Protective leggings sell for 50 to

60 bucks; calf-high boots go for

double that. They're worth it. (For

quality examples, check out Tulsa-
based Crackshot Corporation's

Sting Ray Guardz leggings, (800)
667-1753; or ForEverlast Hunting

Products, Inc.'s line of Ray-Guard

shields, reef boots and wading boots,
manufactured in Hallettsville,

Texas, (361) 798-1530 or <www.
foreverlast.com>.)

The southern stingray (Dasyatis
americana) spends most of its time

peacefully at rest on the bottom, the

thin fringes of its light brown "wings" covered by silt. Like floun-
der, a bedded ray can be difficult if not impossible to see, espe-
cially in deeper, off-colored waters.

Bay specimens are rarely larger than a garbage can lid. Still, even

a small ray brandishes a short but sharp barb that, when reflexive-

ly lifted like a scorpion's tail, can easily pierce leather boots.
After skin penetration or laceration, the sheath that surrounds

the barb breaks and releases a potent toxin. Stingray victims expe-
rience a drop in blood pressure and increased pulse that can cause
dizziness, and in some cases, shock, paralysis and even convulsions.

Mostly, it hurts like sin.
Hot water, gathered from a running outboard engine's pump

stream into a foot-wide bucket, will reduce the pain once the
injured foot is immersed. It will not, however, eliminate it.

Nothing will. After a stingray incident, a hasty trip to the near-
est emergency room is inevitable.

Jellyfish burns are not nearly so severe and are much more eas-
ily avoided. Prevention is as simple as wearing long pants and

long-sleeved shirts and carefully inspecting the waters around you

for gelatinous underwater bells.

In the unfortunate event of contact, a quick application of

unseasoned meat tenderizer can help counteract the toxins.

Cannonball-shaped cabbage-

heads are abundant but harmless.

Of concern to bay waders are

moon jellies and sea nettles. In the

surf, the deceptively pretty purplish
bubble of the Portuguese man of

war always signals trouble.
All of these creatures can trail

surprisingly long tentacles that, as

individual "nematocysts" with
microscopic stingers, can irritate

the skin even when broken free.
Keep yourself covered, from

clothed arms and legs to ballistics

cloth-armored calves and feet, and
your next trip is no more likely to

be interrupted by jellyfish and
stingrays than it will be by "wader-

eating" sharks and alli-

gators.*

nseprotectw

leggings make it

possible to wade-

fish without con-

cern for the painful

jab of the stingray

pictured right.
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BY GIBBS MILLIKEN

SoftLures for Saltwater
The best artificial baits rattle, pop, glow in the dark or just tastegood tofish.

In Texas, innovations in soft fishing lures seem to come from Holographic HeadJigs. Predator fish are strongly attracted t
independent makers experimenting with odd materials and baitfish displaying a frightened look alongwith a distressed move

shapes.ment. These heads in various sizes, weights and styles ffer a dis
inventedtinct advantage when fishing in clear or slightly colored water.
without some variation of this technology.HolographicJigHeads, Bass Pro Shops,

One trendsetting soft lure designed specifically for saltwater is the (8 ) 277-7776, www.basspro.com>)
now famous B & L Corky, a chunky 4-inch baitfish with over-size Realistic invertebrate designs like the Creme Killer Dile

Shrimp are proving very effective in the bays. Another is their
Houston, these fine baits have always been in limited supply. All heavynSaltwater Super Tube with pulsing tentacles hat, whe

genune ork lurs ae vry ell rafed,withratlesand properly rigged using a bleeding red treble-hook, resembles
internalan injured squid trying to escape. ($2.12,
to the main eye. ($5 Original Corky, B& L Shrimp. $4.82, Super Tube, 8-pack.

(713)48. Creme Lure Co., (903) 561-
bandl.0522, <www.cremelure.com>)

The most advanced baitfish Even more naturalistic are th

emitcrab patterns by ReaLure
fromthat are almost identical t

graphicthe living thing. They ar
inside their translucentwork the
bodies.bottom, and the hook is
impregnatedimbedded in the sof
orcarapace to reduce
encouragesnagging. When slow-
fishtly retrieved, the crab
runappears to walk o
bait.swim sideways with
Splitlegs and claws moving
Baytown,in lifelike motions.
offer a diverse colorPerfect

selectionCrab, 
ReaLures, (504)

durable stretchy pla- 279-0683)
tics that can take a beat-for night fish-
ing from multiple strikes oingiare shrimp, crabeand

and that contain a specialfishpatternsothattglow in

"fishy" scent that is a proven the dark. Theyfcontain

attractor. ($2, Split Tail, Tidal phosphorescenteimpregna-
Surge Fishing Lures, (281) 420-t ch no lo
7604, <www. tsflures.com>) aflashlighteciiclherrstrongelight

In largerlures, the 6-inchuthumper-inchbeilosehowiehureerrs
tail Yum G-Shad comes scented with theirmoet.Teeaepriualefetv

LPT simulated enzymes and sport bright-colored crazyksMas a
reflective bodies. Similar designs in the Berkley Clockwise from top: BL Corky; Tidal the

genuine PowerBaits are prerigged with internal Surge Split Tail with holographic
weighted hooks, a distinct advantage when the head jig; Yum G-Shad; Creme Killer fully rge opn hipfse neinaction really gets going. Their new Diller Shrimp; ealLures Popping Di

tone the main eye. ($5lte Orgia Corky,l B&sL

Swimming' Pogy looks, feels and smells like a bait- Shrimp; Reaures Crab; Berkley feeding
fihand its 1-ounce low-balanced weight runs Swimmin' Pogy; top of page: Creme Shrimp.$29,DneBelCr.Raue
welin the strong currents off the piers, jetties Saltwater: Supr ube.(5427-63

and surf. ($3.44, 3-pack, G-Shad, Yum Bait Anglers
Co,(479) 782-8971, <www.yum3x.com > ; $3-95, 4-pack, 4- often difficult t hoewa atadclrwl ems

inch Swimmin Pogy, Berkley Pure Fishing, (800) 237-5539 effective. If in doubt, just ask a coastal guide or bait shop
<www.berkley-fishing.com>) which soft plastics are producing best for the season, location

Sd pstic taslunth
bodies. The'r alsooo i
impregnated wit saltof
orapc scnt thatc
encourage strikingw

fish toten hold fast and
run with. they tastyi

Splitharelures fromgna

seletio of4.5-inchimly olin
dual fltretcght plas- sroglih
ticsc that can take aur bera-e

moments. T in are hrimp,rl efcrabvaningfrom multiple strikeser b csinit
andk that contain ah specials wer lr

"fishy" scent that. ise af proveno ee sh

attrctor ($2nd Splitg Tail,h Tidaln

7604,, winwe tslfures Rcomure

tail~av suo many comeses scente wit thei

Saltwater~~~t Powooset aret prergge anth interna Surge Spli Talmihoolgapt

welointh lstrong curtrentyles off the piners jeti Sltareye anT wtr oniios.
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in lifelike motions.

($4.99, 2-irch Perfect

Crab, ReaLures, (504)

279-0683)

Popular for night fish-

ing are shrimp, crab and



Da)S in the Fiel / By Tom Behrens

DESTIINAION: BEAUMONT

T R A V E L T I M E FROM:
AUSTIN - 4 hours / BROWNSVILLE - 4.5 hours / DALLAS - 4.75 hours / EL PASO - 13.5 hours
HOUSTON - 1.5 hours / SAN ANTONIO - 4.75 hours / LUBBOCK - 9.75 hours

Where Big OilWas Born
While most Texans know Beaumont as home to large petrochemical

plants, if you snoop around a little, you'll find a whole lot more.

When I used to regularly drive Interstate 10 heading east
toward Louisiana, I often thought as I came into Beaumont

that the city seemed to rise up out of nowhere; no gradual

buildup of highway businesses till you hit town - but all of a

sudden, there it was. You go from vistas of rice fields on both

sides of I-i to an overhead highway sign announcing the exit

for Washington Avenue and U.S. Highway 69.

If you look at a Texas map, you notice that Beaumont is the

first major city going east on I-1o after leaving Houston. It's

25 miles from the Louisiana border and has a population of

113,866 - still a small city - but as I was to find out, it has all

fir

the amenities of a larger metropolis. Longtime residents of

the city like its smallness. One local commented, "A traffic

jam is being stopped by two red lights."
The Neches River, flowing north to south, cuts through the

city on the east side. I had forgotten, but was quickly remind-
ed by the sight of camouflaged tanks and other military vehi-

cles, that the Port of Beaumont is the primary port and

headquarters for shipping military cargo to places like Iraq.

Beaumont is a city complete with museums; an entertain-

ment district - Crockett Street; a major university - Lamar

University; great places to eat - especially if you love Cajun

seafood and lots of history. There are also ample opportu-

nities to wet a line or just enjoy the great outdoors.

The outdoor activities available in the area include hiking in

the Big Thicket National Preserve, canoeing or kayaking on

Village Creek, freshwater fishing in the Neches and Sabine

rivers or saltwater fishing in Sabine Lake.

For this trip, the MCM Elegante Hotel would be my base

camp. On the first day, after coffee and pastries at Rao's

Bakery, I decided to start off with a little history les-

p- son by visiting Spindletop.

of the When oil was discovered at Spindletop, it marked the

a true birth of the modern petroleum industry - and a bold

new direction for Beaumont. Before oil, the area's

king economy was based mostly on agriculture and logging.

mod- The person who began the quest for oil from

Spindletop was Patillo Higgins. Higgins' life would

make a great book or movie. He was a third-grade

dropout who, as a teenager, was wounded in a gunfight with

the deputy sheriff but later found religion and became a

Sunday school teacher. By the way, the deputy lost his life in

the gun battle. But because the deputy was a Yankee and shot

first, Higgins was simply told to get out of town for a while.

Higgins lost his left arm in the fight, so maybe they figured

that was punishment enough. He also worked tirelessly to get

the oil out of the ground at Spindletop.

In the retelling of the Spindletop story, certain names come up

again and again, including Lucas, Guffey, Galey and Bingham.

Higgins named the drilling company and the area around

Spindletop after Gladys Bingham, a young girl who attended his

Sunday school class, and gave her a 2 percent interest in the com-

pany (which made her extremely rich). The Lucas Gusher, named

after Austrian-born mining engineer Anthony F. Lucas, erupted
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onJanuary 10, 19OI, spewing cil 1DO feet

above the top of the go-foot derricK.

Gladys City Oil, Gas and Manufactaring

Company and Gladys City were deve-oped

to handle the needs of the burgeoning oil
business and the growing populaa:ion -n

the area around Spirdletop.
At its oeak, SpincJetop spewed forth at

the unbelievable rate of 8 ->. c c to

100,000 barrels a day. At the tin-me a nor-

mal well pumped 500 barrels a day.

Around the turn of the century,

Beaumont's population was 8,500. Within

30 days of the discovery of oil, the pcpu-
lation exploded to gX0,000.

Our next stop after lunch was the cen-

tral museum area, in downtown. Visit :rs

can park their cars and be within wal"ng

distance of the various museums and

restaurants. The Texas Energy Museum

tells the story of o-l through colorful,
state-of-the-art exhibits Remember

Higgins? A robotic image of him :s there,
minus an arm, :alking about his exploits.

A new exhibit, scheduled to open in the

fall, wil- take visitors on a virtual trip that

covers the entire life cycle of oil, frz.m

the ground to the gas tank.

Next, we took a short walk to check out

the Art Museum of Southeast Texas
"We have four art museums, which I

think is pretty neat for a town of our

size," says Kathi Weathington Hughes,
director of tourism for tire Eeaumnont

Convention and V-sitors Bureau. 'The

Art Museum of Southeast Texas -s a

revolving collection. The Art Studi: is

where local artists have their stud-os.

They also have an art gallery. The 3rown

and Scurlock Gallery features art =rom

around Southeast Texas. The Lishrnan

Art Gallery is cut at our unIversity. They

bring in exhibitions from outside the

area. Also, they h:st a number .ofgrad-
uate exhibits." Other museums located
in downtown Beaumon: include the

Edison Museum and the Fire Museum

of Texas.
A couple of blocks from the Texas

Energy Museum is the McFaddin-Ward
home. In 1983 the Mamie McFaddin-

Ward Heritage Founda:ion began

restoring the home. In 1988 work began

on its carriage shop, which -ncludes ser-

van: quarters, stable, garage and a gym-

nas-um. This 8,100-square-foo: struc-
ture was started in 1905. Located on the

block Lehind the McFacdin-Ward
hose, it opened to the public in 1992,

an] is listed in the National Register of

H.stzric Places.

The ad-acent rose garden has more

than 100 varieties. Other areas around
the house are planted with more than

4CO azaleas, which bring riotous color

to the grounds each spring.

Saturday was my favorite day, the back-

to-r ature part of the trip. We headed

north on U.S. Highway 69 to Kountz

ani the Big Thicket National Preserve.

Visitors can select from nine trails rang-

ing from 5 miles to 18 miles in length. I

only had a chance to hike about a quarter

of a mile on the Turkey Creek trail before

we had to return for lunch and the swamp

te-ar, but it's on my "to do" list. I've got

tc zzme oack to hear the warbler that,

locals say, often serenades hikers.
"Between markers 23 and 24 on the trail

in the Turkey Creek Unit, there is a bench

tc rest on," says Judy Allen, preserve vol-

unteer. "If you sit on that bench and be

c uiet for a
let Texis Energy minute or so,

useumi; McFaddin- a Swainson's
ward house; irterpretive warble-, which

ispla® in the Big Thicket lives here year

Vstar Center;the swamp round will fly
i; 3ig Thicket reserve into tne trees

itcr Center. right over your
head and enter-

tain ycu. Some gal went cown there last

spring and she came back up here and

came running in and said she wanted to

know fwe trained that bird to sing like

that I replied, 'No. it's just part of the

magic of the Big Thicket."'
Our afternoon was spent in a :oat on a

gu-ded swamp tour, with our captain, Eli

Tate, regaling us with tales of cannibalistic

-ndiar-s. soaing eagles andjumping alliga-
tors. Nutria, small beaver-like critters, put

on a show for us, but the alligators were

missing in action. The day was too cool for

:hern to be out sunn-ng themselves.

cant end this report on r,y stay in

Beaumont without a comment t on the

fc od - everything from authentic
Mexican to Cajun (spicy boudin, etouffe

and ho-led crawfish) to steaks to barbe-

cue and quite often a m-x of them all. I

heart-1r enjoyed a five-:course meal at

Bryar's 797, along with a tour of their

well-stocked wine cellar. At the boister-

o-s Larry's French Market & Cajun

Restaurant in Groves, choices along the

cafeteria line included two or three dif-

feren: types of etouffe and gumbo, alli-

gator and fried fish They're right - alli-

gator does taste like chicken. Visit on the

weekend and dance away to a zvdeco band

playing music :or young and old alike.

Beaumont today is the region's largest

c-ty, a cultural crossroads rich in histo-
ro, art ard culture, but still srrll enough

to give that ex:ra personal attention. The

Cajuns :all it lagniappe, meaning a little

something extra. *
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About 10 years ago, when I started guid-

ing full time, stalking redfish and large
trout with a fly rod in mere inches of water

was my passion and the only way I cared to

fish, so I marketed to the people who

shared my passion. Then, one day, a cou-

ple of years into my career, it happened. A

change of heart, that is.
I had just released a nice slot-sized red-

fish for a client, his fifth or sixth for the day,
when I heard him ask, "What are the

chances of finding something bigger?"
Surprised that anyone would want to leave

what was turning into a superb day of sight-

casting and remembering the first rule of

guiding - do not leave fish to find fish - I
thought for a moment and reluctantly

revealed that I had heard of some bull reds

working the base of the jetties on the outgo-

ing tide. I quickly added that I was unsure

how successful we would be throwing flies at

them in the deeper water. He assured me

that he was pleased with the day already and

wanted to try something different. I obliged.

After an hour or so of blind-casting
weighted streamers along the rocks, his line
came tight and a brutal struggle began.

Some time later I lifted a 20-pound jack

from the water. Shaking with excitement,

he quickly fetched a camera from his bag

FACING PAGE: "Sarns sore-
how made an awkward and
miraculous hook-set by resir
the rod high above his head
BELOW: Photographer Dav
Sams, right, and Marcos
Enriques celehrate landing
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and had me take about 50 pictures. It was the
biggest fish he had ever caught. and he was
jacked (literally and figuratively'. As for me,
I was trying to keep my cool, pretending it

was all in a day's work, but silently thinking to
myself - I could really get into this.

Over the next couple of years, I spent rny
free time exploring different ways to put my
customers onjacks, both in the passes and in
the bays. It had become an obsession, an
obsession that led to another obsession.

I had heard some of the trout glides whin-
ing about all of the 20-to-30-pound jacks

they were hooking over a popular mid-bay
reef. I left the dock with a 5-gallon bucket of
chum with the intention of bringing some
of these big fish to the surface.Just about the

time I had a good slick going and my fly rod
rigged with a Yg popper, I r_ctized a 5-foot
shark swimming through my chum line.
Not really thinking, I tossed the large pop-
per out in front and gave i- a chug. Much to
my surprise, it got the shark's attention, and

it started frartically looking for the offer-
ing, with no luck. On my next cast I put it on

the shark's note and the game was on.
Nowadays, at least in the summer and

early fall, chasing jacks and sharks has
become a given for me when I have time

off. As for my :ustomers, the ones that have

experienced the _ull of one of:hese brutes,
well, they are ready for some more. A good

example would be my friend -'avid Sams.
Sams is mostly known fcr the spectacular

Images he produces, but few know that he is
also a great angler. Well, I can assure you he
s - at least until you put 30 or 4C grev-
zounding jacks in front of him.

A couple o-summers ago, I called up Sans
and Marcos Enriques of the Orvis Co. and
corvinced them both :o make the long drive

down to Port O'Connor for some fun fish-
ing. When we left the dock it was flat calm,
anc we all had tarpon on the brain, so I

headed to the tarpon hole and pulled to the
shoreline to get rigged and ready. Once
everything was ready, Sams took the bow and

I found my Flace on the poling platform. I
slowly started the track to deeper water when

I saw several large bulges of water coming

down the shcreline from a couple hundred
yards away. I announced that we either had a

school of big reds or jacks heading our way.
Sams quickly exchanged the 12-weight rod
for the 1o and turned his attention :o the
wakes heading our way.

Before he had the chance -o get enough
f y Lne off the reel to make a cast, the knif-
ing yellow tails of jack crevalle became
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apparent above the glassy water, and they were

closing fast and starting to feed.

'Jacks! Cast, cast, hurry up, what are you
waiting for?" I yelled at Sams, who had turned
rubber-legged as the school started to cross the
bow at less than 50 feet, annihilating everything

in their path.
The water exploded and frothed as mullet

fled the voracity of the school while Sams
did his best to wrap us all in the fly line as he
flailed away in a clumsy attempt at what might

be called fly casting.
By some miracle the popper landed close

enough to the fish to be noticed. Sams
started stripping the popper as fast as he
could while every fish in the school tried to
inhale it. Before long the whole school was
erupting at the bow of the boat and one

finally had the bug. Sams somehow made

an awkward and miraculous hook-set by

raising the rod high above his head.
I screamed from the poling platform as

I imagined my fly rod exploding into
pieces, but it was done. The fish had felt
the hook and turned with blinding speed
to join the others in the school and the reel

was screaming. "This is so . .. cool!" Sams
yelled with satisfaction.

After releasing the jack, the three of us sat

on the boat pondering why the jack is not

more respected. The truth is, the jack

crevalle is often overlooked because it is of
very little food value. As a result, the unap-

preciated, hard-fighting jack crevalle is sel-
dom pursued by anglers in Texas.

Every April, schools ofjacks start to move

from the offshore waters of the Gulf,
where they spawn, to the beaches, jetties
and passes. A few larger fish, usually trav-
eling in pairs, find their way into the bays,
where they can sometimes be found tailing
on the grass flats. For the light-tackle or fly
fisherman, these fish can provide exciting

sight-casting opportunities. As the water
warms, the large schools of fish will begin to
migrate into the larger bay systems, where

wade-fisherman using topwaters for trout

and redfish often encounter them.

For anglers up to the challenge of landing a
jack, the real action does not heat up in the bays
until late summer and early autumn. While
large schools ofjacks are always present, they are

easiest to find this time of the year, when the
bays slick off. Anglers in poling skiffs and bay
boats rigged with trolling motors can pursue
large schools of o- to 30-poundjacks as they

ravage schools of baitfish along shorelines and
in the open bays. The key to success is to get out

in front ofthe school and present a large, noisy
bait and move it as quickly as possible. This will
produce a violent strike most of the time.

As for tackle, many jacks have been landed
on traditional trout and redfish outfits; how-

ever, when released, the fish is usually over-
stressed and seldom survives. When you hook
up ajack on light tackle, sometimes it's best to

just crank down the drag and bust off the fish
- otherwise the angler is looking at a burned-

up reel with no line, a dead fish or even
worse, all of the above.

When fishing for jacks, a medium-to-
medium-heavy-action 6-foot spinning rod

with a reel spooled up with 1o- to 12-pound
diameter (about 25- to 30-pound test)

braided line with a 40-pound fluorocarbon

leader is a good choice for making long casts

to fast-moving schools. For those who pre-

fer level-wind gear, it is best to use an out-

fit that can handle casting large topwaters

with 17- to-20-pound test line. It should be

light enough to cast easily but still have the
backbone to whip a 25-pound fish quickly.
The reel should be able to hold at least 200
yards of line.

For the fly-caster, 10- to 12-weight rigs
with a floating fly-line and a 5- to 7-foot

-long, 20-pound leader with a 40-
pound bite tippet get the job done. Most
of the action is near the surface, so a fly
box loaded with large poppers and bulky
streamers will do.

Whether it is with a fly or lure, a fast
retrieve is the key in duping jacks on artifi-
cials. But also remember, large jacks are not

the only big fish in the bay that will eat a lure.
Just about every angler in Texas knows

that all that is needed to catch a shark is a
trip to the beach, a heavy rod and some
cut mullet, but many do not realize that

sharks can be duped by a well-presented

artificial lure and even a fly.

The largest of the four species to frequent

the near-shore waters and bays of Texas is the

bull shark. While 6- to 8-footers are common

on the shallow inshore flats, 4 to 5 feet is the
norm. The best way to bring one in is to chum

the flats near passes and deep bay reefs. When
you sight a fish in the chum line, present a
shallow diving plug as close to the shark's nose
as possible. If it does not respond, reel in and
cast again. Remember, because sharks usually
feed by smell and by feeling the erratic move-
ment of injured fish, they will be challenging
to feed a lure to. But it can be done.

The blacktip is a very close relative to the
bull, although considerably smaller at 3 to 5

feet, and it exhibits quite a few of the same
habits. Fishing for them, especially in the
shallows, can take on a new spin, literally.

Also known as spinners, it is common for
blacktips, when hooked, to launch from the
water spinning in midair. For the angler,
this action can create some exciting
moments.

By far the easiest way to catch bulls and
blacktips is to fish near the passes and jet-
ties with heavier tackle and large-cut mul-
let on circle hooks. However, to fish them

with lures, anglers must scale down to
tackle capable of comfortably casting plugs.
Level-wind reels on a medium-heavy rod
with 17- to-20-pound line would be a
good choice.

As for the true light-tackle enthusiast, it is

hard to beat the sport provided by bonnet-
head sharks and Atlantic sharpnose sharks

(aka sandsharks) in the surf and on the flats.
These sharks seldom reach more than 3 feet

and provide excellent sight-casting oppor-

tunities for anglers tossing jigs, small plugs
and flies. Also look for these species behind
shrimp boats culling their catch. Once you
spot a fish, continue placing the bait right on

its nose. The key is try to get the fish excited

enough to eat.

Medium action plugging and spinning
gear rigged with 12- to 14-pound test will
work fine for chasing these smaller species.
When choosing a lure, slow sinking or sus-

pending plugs and jigs in bright colors pro-
duce the best results. Fly anglers should arm
themselves with a 10- to 12-weight outfit,

depending on the size of the sharks, and
bright colored streamers.

When in pursuit of sharks, remember
that they have menacing teeth. This is a par-

ticularly important thing to remember

when rigging and retrieving tackle. A small
section of wire leader is a plus, especially

when tying a $5 plug to the line to feed to a
shark. Failure to recognize this could get

expensive after losing the fifth or sixth plug,
but not nearly as expensive or painful as
making a mistake when trying to retrieve

one of those lures - a quality pair of fishing
pliers and a long-handled hook-out type
device are essential. A shark can attack an

angler's hand just as viciously as the plug it
was caught on.

For anglers who have not experienced
the violent explosion or hard run of a shark

or jack, I highly recommend giving it a try.
It is not fishing for the table, it is better -
it is big-game fishing in the bay. *
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"This ship is a microcosm of the United States from 1908, when
it was designed, to 1948, when it came here," says Barry Ward,
museum curator for the Battleship TEXAS. "Everything that hap-

pened, or was happening in our country in that first half century,
is reflected by this ship. There were anywhere from 8oo to 1,600

men living aboard this ship at any given time, and those men are
a reflection of our culture, how they lived, where they were from,
what they did and where they went after leaving this ship."

More obvious is the technological arc that can be traced

through the ship. When the USS TEXAS was commissioned
on March 12, 1914, it was the most formidable ship on the

planet. To this day, visitors are awestruck by the ship's size.

Now permanently anchored on Buffalo Bayou along the busy
Houston Ship Channel, the ship is two football fields (573
feet) long, 16 stories high and has five levels, or decks.

The TEXAS has the last 14-inch guns in existence, and five
gun turrets in total. Visitors can climb up inside a turret and

see the breech mechanism, the shells the powder bags and
observe how the gun was loaded.

"You are looking at a shell that weighs about as much as a
Volkswagen Beetle," says Ward in describing the projectile

that was launched from the 14-inch guns.

The maximum range of the gun, as it was configured in World

War I, was about 14 miles, and it left a crater the size of a tennis

court. A gun's range is determined by how far the barrel can be

elevated. You can elevate this gun to only about 15 degrees.

By 1942, with the advent of spotter planes and radar, it was

no longer safe for the ship to sail within 14 miles of an
enemy position. Increasing the range of the guns would have
required a modification to the construction of the turrets,

which was not feasible at the time.

"One of the interesting things they did to enable them to shell
Nazi positions off the coast of southern France, was to counter-

flood the ship about two degrees - pumping fuel and water over

to one side so it gave the ship a list," says Ward. "That gave them a

couple extra miles so they could engage deeper inland targets."

In 1916, the TEXAS became the first U.S. battleship to
mount antiaircraft guns. At the end of World War II there

were almost 100 guns of different sorts on board, including

.20 and .40 mm antiaircraft guns. The .20 mm was a short-

range weapon; the .40 mm range stretched out to about

5,000 yards and was the first gun controlled with "directors"
and "range-keepers," analog forerunners of today's comput-

ers.
"Battleships were not easily hit by aircraft fire," says Ward.

"There were only two battleships in World War II hit by large cal-
iber enemy shells, the TEXAS and the SOUTH DAKOTA. Only
one seaman was killed and 12 injured during the war [on the USS

TEXAS]. Kamikazes were a more likely threat, but battleships were

not their favorite targets. They went after ships with fewer guns."

In 1919, the USS TEXAS became the first U.S. battleship
to launch an aircraft. The mission of the aircraft was to act as

a forward fire controller. "The interesting part of the

launching of aircraft was not the launch, but retrieving the

plane after the mission was over," says Ward.

"The plane lands in the water, they swing the crane out and

lower what they call a sea sled, a canvas netting. The pilot
motors the plane over on to the sea sled. When the plane is

right over it, a signal is given from the ship and the pilot cuts
power. The pontoon pitches downward and is snagged by the
hook on the sea sled. Now the plane is being towed. The man
in the back seat crawls out over the wing and the pilot reaches
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out and grabs hold of his legs. Then he [the man on the wing]
grabs the second hook from the crane and hooks it to the plane.
The plane is lifted up out of the water. There were a lot of guys
alongside the ship with long padded poles to help keep the air-
plane from bumping or crashing into the side of the ship as it
was brought on board. It was like watching a train wreck. You

didn't want to see it, but if it did happen you wanted to see it."

In 1925, the USS TEXAS underwent major modifications. It
was converted to oil-fired boilers, tripod masts and a single stack
were added to the main deck. Then, the 5-inch guns that bristled
from her sides were reduced in number and moved to the main
deck to minimize problems with heavy weather and high seas. It
is interesting to note that the 5-inch guns, although modern ver-

sions, are throwbacks to the age of wooden ships when cannons
would be wheeled out and fired from the sides of the frigates.

The engines were very similar to those on the HMS TITANIC, the

last significant example of large triple-expansion engines around. The
engines are now a National Mechanical Engineering Landmark.

"This was originally a coal-burning ship," says Ward, "then
changed to oil-fired. Rather than this being a steam turbine
engine like most ships, the steam is pumped directly into the
cylinder, which expands and drives the piston. It is called triple
expansion because it expands at three levels, high, medium and
low pressure. When you go to visit our engines, you are actually

below the water line, although you would not know that."

In addition to the ship's offensive and defensive capabilities,

ray machine, a centrifuge for blood work, an autoclave to steril-

ize equipment and anesthesia," says Ward. "In short, if you had
something like acute appendicitis, it was survivable. Even in
World War I, acute appendicitis was survivable because you had
the ability to operate. In 1895 if your appendix broke and you
were in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, you were dead."

Electricity fired the ranges in the galley. Open flames on a
ship were a bad thing for a number of reasons. "In a previ-

ous design generation, ships used wood to cook with. Paint
at this point in time was highly flammable - lead-based. If
you have your galley and an open flame down below deck and
fire gets loose, you are going to have a fire racing up through
the structure of the ship."

Other interesting World War II add-ons include the cage
structures above the galley. With everything else the ship had
to carry, there wasn't enough room for lifeboats for everyone.
The topless cages contained large nets with cork floats attached

to them. If the ship was sinking, the nets would float out and
sailors could grab onto the nets.

The USS TEXAS continues to be a visitor favorite for thou-
sands of people every year, from school children to Navy vet-
erans. Maintenance of the aging ship is a work in progress.

During 1988-90 the TEXAS underwent dry-dock overhaul.

Instead of peacetime gray, the ship was painted Measure 21
blue camouflage, which it wore during service in the Pacific in

1945. Steel plating that had been previously removed by the
the TEXAS was a home to the
sailors who served on board.

The medical facilities, bar-
bershop, machine shop,

electrical shop, post office
and bunking areas are all

available for visitors to tour.

Medical facilities included
an operating room and a

dental suite. "They had an X-
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Navy was replaced. Masts and

superstructure of the ship were

repaired, a non-historic layer of
concrete was removed and a new

wood deck was installed.
The TEXAS is due for another

renovation this year, providing
the Texas Legislature approves
funding and a suitable dry-dock
facility can be located. *
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It While some antique lures can be valuable,
most collectors see them as

cherished artifacts of a beloved sport.
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"You don'tknow
wh,what youve got

untilfit'sgone.

HOSE WORDS CONSTANTLYRING
in my head every time I think about the
treasures that I lost, destroyed or threw

away as a kid.
I can still remember it as if it was yes-

terday. I was 7 or 8 years old and my lad
and I were cleaning outthgaaeoe

moning when we came across an old wooden box.
Do you know what this is?" he asked

wi a gleam in his eye.
ND" I responded spitefully as I

walked away, still ticked off that my week-
end was being consumed by something

as :rivial as cleaning.

"This is your grandpa's old fishing
tackle.'

I would almost be willing to bet that
my speakers sounded like the spinning

tires of my mom's old Ford Gran
Torino as I wheeled around with the

look that said, "Nowyou have myatten-

tion!'

My dad, like everyone else who knew
us, knew that I had an on/off switch and
that svrtch was flipped by the word "fish-

ing "
-- he rest of the morning I intentlysq

helped my dad while he told me stories
of -ow my grandfather would take his old wooden johnboat
and his tackle box, both of which were made with his own two
hands, and go down to the Iaguna Madre and come back with

enough fish to feed the family.

After the chores were done and we finished a fine lunch of
grLec -cheese sandwiches, tomato soup and iced tea, my
father sat me down in the lawn chairs on the patio, and he

went back into the garage. Shortly thereafter he came out with
that old green wooden box. As I rooted through what I would
realize later in life was a treasure chest, my dad continued to
tell me stories of the grandfather I never knew.

Sometime later that day, while I was playing with ne gh-
borhood friends, my dad hid the box away from my reach. It
was one of the biggest favors he ever did for me, although he
may have never known it. In retrospect, though, I wish he

would have locked it away and lost the
key. You see. he knew then what I know

now- appreciation comes with age.

A few years passed, but I had not for-
gotten about that old wooden box full

of lures, worms and bobbers. When I
was finally bid enough to start snooping
where I shoid not have been, much to
my detriment, I found it. And, think-
ing at the time how smart I was, I would
take a lure or wo here and there, always
making sure I left the box the way I
found it, hidden away by my dad years
before. As the years went by, the con-
tents of that old box slowly disappeared.
But for fear of punishment if I ever got
caught, I -:ever moved the box.
Thankfully!

[can still remember the last thing

that I took fro m it. I was probably 13 or

14 and I was heading down to the pond behind Old Man

Fredrick's lake to meet some friends for an afternoon of bass
ing. I did not have any plastic worms and then remem-

bee where I had seen some. I stcod on the seat of my dad's
motrcycle and reached up over my head, into the shelves and
undr the tarps where he had hidden it. I carefully lifted the

lid an~d stuck my grubby ittle hand in there to retrieve the last
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p-ece of treasure. It was a package of four Boone's plastic

warms. I remember it vividly because the worms were bright
yellow (a color of plastic worm that I have not seen since, by

the way). I quickly hopped on my bike and was off, with my
fis-ing rod in hand and the worms in my pocket.

Happy to be the first to arrive because I would get first pick

of the few open areas to cast from, I quickly started rigging
my rod. Now I do not exactly know how I remember this, but

- co and am glad for it. That day, for some reason, I rigged
or e of those yellow worms Texas style, but without a weight.

On my first cast of the day, I tossed the worm out to a grass

'Ded just offshore and started working it back just under the

surface. When the worm was about halfway back, I saw a

de came wal vr
clown to the bo'
carryng a couple
ofold bamboo
rods matched with
some mmnt--con cv

~ion. antiue,
fvel-win ree
,md an old woo d-
'n tackle box .

green flash in the clear

water, and I reared back.

The hook set provided me
with a great show as the

bass leaped several times,
flaring its bright red gills
and shaking its head.
Moments later I lipped the

5-pound bass and stared

at the yellow worm won-
dering what the heck that
fish thought it was.

Shorty thereafter my friends arrived, and we fished until

dark, but we did not catch another fish. Incidentally, a few
days later I went back with the three yellow worms that I had

left in my pocket to try to fool another bass. I was riding down

the bike trail through the woods that led to our little honey-

hole on y to notice that the dark trail had an unrecognizable
bright light at the end of the tunnel. I pulled my bike up next

to my buddies, and we watched in horror as a bulldozer
pushed dirt into our pond. And, now someone's home is

built on our beloved fishing hole.

I realize now that one of my grandpa's yellow worms, pur-

chased long before I was born, probably caught the last fish

ever out of that pond, and I often relive the memory of that

yellow worm wriggling just under the surface only to disap-
pear into that fish's mouth. I'm no: real sure what happened

to the 3 yellow worms that did not get used on that dreadful
day that "progress" took away the first of many childhood fish-
ing holes. But, I keep hoping that I will find them in a junk
drawer someday.

As for the box that those crazy-colored worms came from

- knowing that I had taken all that it had to offer, I did not

see it again until some 15 years later when my dad passed away,
and I went right to the spot where he had hid it from me. It
is now one of my most prized possessions and occupies a
space in my bedroom, where it holds a few old lures that I
managed not to lose and some old reels that my father was

able to keep hidden from me.
Sadly enough, I could go on forever about losing old rods

and reels and tackle - stuff that, had I held on to it, would be
worth some serious scratch these days. Nowadays I am con-

stantly on the lookout for old tackle to collect, though I could

hardly be considered a collector. -he bulk of my stuff con-
sists of my grandpa's tackle box with a couple of well-used

lures, my dad's reels and a nicely framed collection of Bingo

Baits that good friend and collector Ben Kocian gave me as
a gift (another prized possession).

Kocian, best-known for his talent as an artist and illustra-

tor as well as for his tireless work with the Coastal

Conservation Association, is probably one of the biggest col-
lectors of old, rare and antique tackle in Texas. He got start-
ed back in 1990 when a friend, Lee Richter, gave him his col-
lection. At the time, he was not interested in another hobby
but accepted the gesture. Now, some 15 years later, the hobby
has become an obsession. And he doesn't just collect the

tackle - he also loves to go out and fish with the stuff.
This spring, I invited Kocian down for an afternoon of bass

fishing. "Are they hitting topwaters yet?" he quizzed. "I've got
a killer little wooden plug that I love to fish with."

When we arrived at the lake, I expected him to pull out a

Facing page: Ben Kocian's
col ection creates a riotous
rainbow of color and texture
punctuated by the glint of
shiny metal. It's important to
note that the collector's valua-
tior of a lure isn't always deter-
mired by how old it is. Condition
and rarity of color play them
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Facing page: Ben Kocian
reflects on two favorite lures,
the Creek Chub and Tarpon
Pikies. Right: the Egyptian
Wobbler; bottom photo: the
Midge-oreno: "If they're hitting
on top, it gets 'em every time,"
says tackle collector Kocian.

more modern rod and reel and a small box o= Id lures..

However, he came walking down to the boat carrying a cou-

ple of old bamboo rods matched vith s ire mii-cc nditin,
antique, level-wind reels and an old wooden tackle box. He

wcre a smile much bigger than his face, and I mnew he was

al-eady having a great time.

As we worked down the shoreline, I was in ccnstant awe as

I watched him cast the old direc:-drive reel 'unlike mire
modern reels, the handle does not disengage and sins d-r;r-
ing the cast), tossing the small wooden plug to suoreline with
an-azing ease. We hadn't made it too far when the clug got toi-

let-flushed by a largemouth. I have to say that the E e rd in that

old bamboo rod was a sight to behold, ard I cou-d not help

bu: think how far technology has brought us. But regardless,
Ben was having a blast.

As the day came to an end, Kocian exuerimented with, and

caught a few fish on, other lures, but he always seemed to
come back to that little copper colored plug. He later told me

that it was a plug made by South Bend Lure Cornmany called
a Midge-oreno. "If they're hitting or_ top, it ge:s 'em every

time," he added.
Lures by South Bend are pretty popula- among collectors

however, Kocian's collection goes way beyond that. Lures

made by popular tackle companies such as Heddon and
Creek Chub are a major part of his culle:tion. His favorite
collectibles, though, are lures made in Texas by Doug English
(later known as Bingo Baits) that were being mace as early as

the '40s and '50s and Nichols Shrimp and Percn that date

back to the '30s.

When asked what the oldest lure in his collection was,

Kocian produced an old spoon-like Lait made by the J.T.
Buel Co. near the turn of the century called a B ael spinner.
It was wild to hold a piece of tackle that was made before my-

dad was born, and maybe even befcre my grandfather's time.

As for his favorite, he says it's the ccpper-colored, m:n:--

condition bait made by Shakespeare called tae 1gyptian
Wobbler.
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"Lures are lit-le pieces of art -little sculptures even Every
one has a story to tell " Kocian told me as he carefully placed
the lure back into ics protective box. "They tell the history of
fishing."

When talking tackle with Kozian, it is evident :hat he truly
loves what he is doimg. Over the years I have learned a great

Zeal about collecting from hir . For instance, the worth of a
:are isn't always determined by how old it is. Condition and
rarity of color clay the most sgnificant role in its value. m
also learning tcat it is not too late to get started collecting.

There are tons of treasures lyirg around in people's garages,

attics and basements just

waiting to be d-scovered. ' : < La
Another great lace to :nve as I watch he
s,.arch for old tackle is at "ti m cast the olds
:lea markets. Ciirect- drive re

For those interested in tOssing the small
collecting, Kocian recomt-WOOden pl u 1O
mends that you attend an shoreline VII-

antique lure show or pick '-:mazmf ease. We
up any one of a number of i adnt m Iade it 100
books on colec:irg. The far when the pug
information :c be learned Ot tOilet ls-
from these sor es will give WN. ' Iri a ,
you guidance as :o what to
look for and what certain lures are worth. He also recim-

mends that if you are not interested in collecting bu: have

some old tackle stowec away somewhere, give a collector a call.

"There is a whcle lo: of old tackle in garages and basements
getting ruined. The constant temperature changes and rois-

ture are hard on the old lures. [ is better to get then into the

hands of someone who can care for them."
"Like you'' I asked.
"Yeah, like Mre." he answered.
Well if you do try to contact him and cannot find him,

chances are he is snooping around a garage sale or flea rar-

ket looking for tae next piece of treasure. *
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About the time all color fades from the horizon, a large bass leaves

her home base - a fcrk between two gigantic lirbs - where she suspends during periods of inactivity. The

big sow moves off the sizable pecan tree and up a wash leading to a timber-filled paint. The subtle ditch

acts as a pathway between the relatively deep water and :he first break along the point.

Anumber ofstumps and a single rocky ou-crop provide the kink-
er with ample cover along the way An overcast sky diffuses the full
moon, encouraging the large -ema-e to move as shallow as 9 -eet.

After reaching the first creak, the bass turns and briskly moves
along the contour of the structure. The nocturnal predator advances

with seemingly great purpose, searching out suscept-ble prey.
A slight disturbance ir_ :he swallows reaches the oass' two

sound-dete:tion systems - the inr_er ear and rhe lat-
eral line. Although the disturbance is bare y
discernible, the aggressive bass turns toward
the shallow water. As the fish draws near-
er the source, the noise arc the viora-

tly slips his four fingers under her jaw and forces his thumb
inside her mouth. Confident cf his griF, the guide lifts the
bass up. In the moonlight, he's able to appreciate her tremen-
dous girth and shoulders.

"Yes," he exclairms. 'This is why I'm out here."

Normally, sensible anglers don't Venture out at night. When
hampered by darkness. it's difficult to cor-plete -he most com-

mon of angling tasks. Detecting subtle strikes, making
accurate casts, navigating stump-littered waters

and selecting or changing out lures can be

terr-bly difficcl to accomplish at night.
Still, there are many incentives for wet-

tion become more distinct. THEHROB OFHIS ting a line a: night. Typically, boat traffic
Relying or all her senses - vision, is nonexistent and temperatures are

hearing anc touch - :he big female SP NNERBAIT'S LARGE COLORADO morerolerable. However, the primary
attempts to pinpoint the source. BLADE IS CDNSPICUDUSLYABSENT. reason to take on the challenges of
She turns and swims toward the ALMOST IMMEDIATELY, THE nightrme anglng is that summer's
approaching object. Withir ANS LER STRIKES BACK THE STOUT trophy-sizedbass move shallower and
moments, the pulsing vibration ROD BOWS TO THE FISH'S MIG HT feed more aggressively at night.
reaches the creature's lateral lire
and the basE spies a flash in the dis- WHILE THE BRAIDED LINE Findirig Big Bass at Night
tance. With speed rarely witnessed by REF.JSES TO GIVE AN INCH Like Tanner, Lance Vick spends
anglers, the large predator breaks many of his summer nights in pursuit
toward the now -ull silhouette. of Lake Fc rk's lunkers.

Above the waterline, La=ce Fork guide John The professional angler and guide finds
Tanner detects a slight change of pressure. The that the bigger fish hold in deeper water dur-
throb of his spinnerbait's large Colorado blace is :or- ing the heat of day anc move up to shallow struc-
spicuously absent. Almost immedia-ely, the angler strikes pack. ture at night to feed.
The stout rod bows to the fish's might, while the braided line "At night, the biggest bass use structural features to move
refuses to g-ve an inch. Wth scme effort, Tanner succeeds in from their deep daytime haunts -o shallow feeding zones,"
turning the big female's head up and away frorm the timber. explains Vicks. "Once :hey find that certain depth, typically 8 :o

Eventually, the bass tires and pitches to its side. Tanne- gen- 12 feet on Lake Fork, they cruise along it looking for prey."
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Vick looks for structure that rises to within 10 feet of the
surface and extends out to a depth greater than 30 feet. Once

he has such a feature located, he uses his electronics to find a
secondary feature that intersects both the deep and shallow
water. Typically, this will be a ditch, a drain or a wash.

"I find the bass follow subtle features to 'funnel' through at
night," Vick adds. "The ditches and drains concentrate fish
and that's why it's important to know where they are prior to

taking to the water at night. I use daytime trips to scout out
potential nighttime hot spots."

On Lake Fork, some of the better funnels are the many remnant

roads impounded by the reservoir that exit points and cross near-

by creeks. The submerged roadbed is typically sitting atop a levee
or berm, and has trees running along one or both sides. In most

cases, the edge of cover - such as a tree line or grass line - repre-

sents a change in water depth or bottom relief. Because bass often
follow these edges while moving shallow, the cover provides a ref-
erence point for anglers and makes it easier to
place a lure in the fish's strike zone.

According to Vick, actively feeding bass,
once shallow, continue to move along a key
water depth, weed edge or timberline.
Moving along an edge, the bass cruise the
shoreline or cover, looking for easy prey.
The fish will often rush into shallow water or

up to the surface to overtake prey.

Like his good friend Vick, Kelly Jordon
often works Lake Fork's night shift.
Jordon agrees with Vick's assessment, only
adding that he believes the largest bass are
flushing-type feeders.

"When tracking trophy-sized bass," explains
Jordon, "Texas researcher John Hope
showed that big bass are flushing feeders.
They move relatively fast, covering ground
and looking for feeding opportunities."

and allow it to tumble downward. In fact, I fish that bait so slow,
it takes forever to get a cast back to the boat."

Like Jordon, Tanner believes the placement of a lure at night
is absolutely critical to success. Because of this, the longtime
guide uses lures designed to stay in the bass' strike zone longer.
His primary lure of choice is a 1/2-ounce jig with a 3-1/2-inch
plastic trailer. The large trailer is vitally important in that it
slows the bait's fall and gives the package a larger profile, mak-
ing it easier for the bass to find the lure. When throwing spin-
nerbaits, he likewise uses the large plastic trailer.

Lunar Light Determines the Bite
At night and during periods of low-light conditions, bass

rely more on sound and vibration than sight to detect and

locate potential prey. The bass' inner ear and lateral line
hear or feel both the particle motion and pressure changes

created by sound.

THE PRIMARY REASON TO
TAKE ON THE CHALLENGES

E ANGLING IS
HER'S TROPHY-
MOVE SHAL-
FEED MORE
LY AT NIGHT.

Placement and
Displacement are Key OF NIGHTTIM

Jordon's perception of how the THAT SUMM
largest bass feed plays a significant SIZED BASS
role in his approach to nighttime LOWERAND
angling. Typically, Jordon fishes his AGGRESSIVE
bait so that it parallels the edge of a
fencerow, a tree line or the outside edge

of a grass bed along which the bass are
moving. He reasons that his chances of
encountering a feeding lunker are better when

he keeps his bait in that zone of activity.
"I don't throw a large worm or jig at night like most

anglers do," he explains. "Instead, I almost exclusively throw a
spinnerbait. I have found that you can catch more and bigger
fish by simply slow-rolling a spinnerbait near the bottom."

The young pro fishes a spinnerbait, with a number 6 or 7
Colorado-style blade, on braided line. That setup allows
him to fish a small-diameter line without sacrificing the line
strength required to fight and land Lake Fork's big Florida-
strain bass. The small diameter is important because it

makes it easier to keep the slowly retrieved spinnerbait down
near the bottom. Also, the low-stretch braided line
telegraphs the rotation of the lure's large blades, making it
easier to detect the subtlest strikes.

"I fish my spinnerbait much like a jig," notes Jordon. "I pur-
posely keep the bait close to the bottom and occasionally stop it

Both systems are important in helping

bass find prey, avoid predators and relate
to their liquid environment in low-light

conditions. Once the bass moves close

enough to the object proczucing the
sound or disturbance, it uses its sight to

locate the object's silhouette.
Understandably, Tanner believes lure

and blade selection should match the
amount of lunar light penetrating the
bass' watery environment. On dark

nights, Tanner chooses to fish color com-
binations that include black and black-
nickel blades. On moderately lit nights,
he fishes a purple or plum ba-t and gold
blades. During brightly lit nights, he
chooses white or yellow baits.

Similar to daytime conditions, the
bass' position in relation tc cover and
structure and its activity level are

determined by the amount of light
penetrating their environment.

There are many factors :hat influ-

ence light penetration at night.

First and foremost, -he lunar

phase determines greatly where the

fish are found and how they feed.
Second, water clarity determines

how deep the light penetrates. Finally,
a stiff breeze or wind, agitating the

water surface, will diffuse the Lght pene-
trating the water column.

According to Tanner, the best fishing doesn't
necessarily occur during a full moon. In fact, the best

fishing typically takes place during the low-light conditions
of a new or quarter moon.

"The amount of light penetrating the water column posi-
tions often determines how they feed," explains Tanner. "On
a bright night, the bigger fish stay deep and pull tighter to
cover. During new- and quarter-moon phases, the fish tend

to-be shallower and actively feeding."
Night fishing tests an angler's skill, stamina and, most of all,

patience. It also usually means having to tolerate hovering hordes
of airborne pests and fight off the body's persistent need for sleep.
Why endure so much frustration and irritation?

Jordon answers it best, "When active, the big bass are cruising
relatively fast. I mean they're very aggressive. They will hit a lure and
fight like they're on steroids. That's why I fish Fork at night." *
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guided only by eye-hand
(3) Fred coordination. The shot is
Bear 2005 made instinctively using a
Prernier spread-draw to a familiar
Line SQ32, anchor point, ending in a

smooth and natural release
(4) AMS without the aid of mechani-

Bowfishing reel cal sights. It takes lots of prac-
and arrow tice, but nothing in archery

compares to the Zen feeling

(5) Mathews and deep satisfaction of becom-

Switchback ing one with the arrow in a pre-

visualized perfect shot.

IMPROVEMENTS IN
TRADITIONAL EQUIPMENT
Among the most innovative bow

designs of all time is the Fred Bear
TakeDown, a laminated recurve, conceived

after years of tinkering with variations by

this legendary archer. Since it was first intro-
duced in 1969, Bear has considered this to

be the finest production bow he ever built.
It was an ideal choice for him as he traveled
around the world, hunting big game and

making films of his adventures. The wide

fiberglass-powered limbs are removed from

the riser by special latches that require no
tools, so the bow packs easily for transport

and storage. Reassembly and stringing the

I

n

LATEST
ARCHERY
EQUIPMENT
ON THE

MARKET:

I

-I
i
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many, organized competi-

tions are not simply tests of

skill - they represent a new

and challenging sport.

The latest trend is a

renewed interest in tradi-
tional bows, accessories and
instinctive shooting. This

seems to be a back-to-the-

basics movement generated
by the need for the primal

s touch of releasing an arrow
at a target using a conven-

tional bow with the arrow

(1) Front and
side views of the
Fred Bear
Takeown:

(2) Frot and side
views of the Sarrel
Bobbcatt II
Recurve;

Bow hunting, bow fishing and field
archery seem to get more and more

popular every year. Hunts for feral

hogs and small game provide an

archer with the chance for exciting

action on both day and night hunts.

The same is true for bow fishers

hunting the backwaters of lakes and

rivers in search of huge alligator gar

and other rough fish. In addition,
field archery and 3-D animal target

ranges scattered across the state

offer hours of fun and the prac-

tice needed to keep shooting

THE skills well tuned. And for
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bow requires about 60 seconds. This bow is
expensive, but it is still available in two handle
lengths: the classic "A" handle bow measures 56 ( Titarsu st
inches, and the "B" handle bow is four inches
longer. This model has a crowned arrow shelf, Bear
Hair rest, inlaid compass, fast-flight string and clas-
sic Bear Kodiak styling. ($975, Bear TakeDown Bow,
Fred Bear Archery, 866-566-2754, <www.fred-
bearoutdoors.com>)

New designs in traditional bows evolve slowly because
the existing technology is already such a proven pe

former. It takes a master bowyer to tweak an already gr
design to an even higher level of speed and smoothness-
Such is the case with the new Sarrels Bobbcatt il Recurve. These
bows are hand-built one at a time to the highest standards
materials and craftsmanship. Bob Sarrels has been making
classic hunting bows for nine years. He has now taken another
step forward in this latest formula, so that the riser tapers grad-
ually into the limbs and the working curve is modulated to pro-
duce virtually no handshock. His recurves flex at full draw into a
graceful parabolic, adding considerable speed and penetration to
the arrow. ($475, Bobbcatt Recurve, Sarrels Archery, 512-940-
3098. <www.sarrelsarchery.com>)

AQUATIC ARCHERY
Bow fishing is also surging in popularity, and most archery shops

stock an assortment of this specialized equipment. Fish hunters are
restricted to shooting only non-game fishes ("rough fish"). Included
are such quarry as the huge alligator gar and its smaller relatives. Also
targeted are river suckers, bowfin, tilapia, buffalo and carp.

Innovations in bow fishing equipment include a new reel design
and arrow connection system by AMS Bowfishing. This design is
safer to use than the standard line attachment, where a possible line
snag on release can be dangerous to the shooter if the arrow snaps
back, nock first, into the archer's face or neck. The reel utilizes a
delivery method consisting of a bottle container for the line that is
connected to a sliding ring around the solid fiberglass arrow. When
shot, the ring slides to the nock and the line flows out safely from
the bottle and can be retrieved using a friction trigger and crank
handle. ($83.65, Slotted Retriever Bowfishing Reel. $13.50,
Fiberglass Fish Arrow with point and safety slide. AMS Bowfishing.
888-541-7657. <www.amsbowfishing.com>)

Both conventional and compound bows are used for this
sport. In most cases, it is not necessary, and generally undesir-
able, to have heavy-poundage, high-performance bows with
sights for close-range bow fishing.

HIGH PERFORMANCE GEAR
At the other end of the technology spectrum are the most advanced

bows, arrows, points, sights and mechanical releases ever produced.
The latest hunting compound bow is the Fred Bear2005 Premier Line,

S032. This 32.5-inch, 4-pound unit features a parallel-limb design
with straight carbon-fiber quad limbs, a long perforated machined
aluminum riser and a totally synchronized cam-and-a-half pulley
system. It is fully adjustable for different draws and comes with 75
percent let-off that can be changed to 65 percent. Shooting smooth
and recoil-free, it can deliver arrows consistently and accurately at a
blazing 310 F.P.S. by IBO speed standards. ($599, Fred Bear SQ32,
Fred Bear Archery. <www.fredbearoutdoors.com>)

Also using parallel-limb design and weighing just over 4 pounds
is the new 33-inch Mathews Switchback, considered by many to be
one of the best compounds built to date. This model introduces the
new Straight-line Cobra Cam with dual perimeter weights shooting
ultra-fast at 318 F.P.S. measured IBO. The entire system is made

THE OPTIONS IN ARR

Titanium steelforce

(8) Fieldpointed arrow
with soft plastic paraboli

ess. aluminum arrow with
These theclassic Howard

l of Hill broadhead,

(10) Easton feather
fetched legacy arrow with
titanium steelforce broadhead;

(11) AMS fish a! rrow

smooth
and silent

by using har-

I
0

I

monic dampers
at multiple points,

including two built
into the roller-guard. A

new type of string minimizes

adjustments of the peep sight. The bow
is available in draw weights from 40 to 7
pounds with let-off options from 65 to 8o percent.
($769, Swithchback Bow, Mathews Inc., 608-269-2728,
<www.mathewsinc.com>)

As in any sport, accessories are a vital Fart of the mix. Experienced
archers make sure the arrow with its fletz ing and point is correctly
matched to the bow. With major improvements in arrow shafts, the
consistency of precision-built aluminum and carbon arrows allows
the archer confidence that the occasional missed thot will not be the
result of the shafts. The same is true of arrowheads. High-tech
broadheads are now a standard weight of1O grains and, in the best
designs, have aerodynamics that will not cause them to plane off tar-
get. Fletching also is improved, with smaller sizes made of soft plas-
tic for greater speed in the high-performance bows.

On the other hand, traditional arci-zers remain dedicated to
thicker spine-tested arrows and longer fletching of real turkey
feathers with fixed-blade arrowheads at 125 grains or above for
better penetration from slower speed bows.

Sights are considered a necessity on most compound bows. These
range in style from adjustable fiber-optic Fofls to electronic red dots
superimposed on the target for deadly accuracy. Fingers no longer
contact the string, being replaced by mechanical triggers for a smooth
release with short bows. The same is true of arrow rests that vary in
an endless array of contrivances, the latest bEng the "drop-away" that
rises when drawing the compound bow and falls at the instant of
release. Innovation upon innovation feeds the need to have more
and more mounted gadgets until your bow is too heavy and shoot-
ing is reduced to a robotic performance.

Sometimes less is more. It is easy to understand why a grow-
ing number of archers are returning to a light and graceful
handmade recurve or longbow, a quiver of feathered arrows and
instinctive shooting. Perhaps our own technnology has led us too
far from the simple pleasures found in roving unmarked cours-
es and hunting the hard way.*
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LfeND, O n am

Kingofthe Mountain
Though rarely seen, the cougar looms large in

the popular consciousness of all Texans.

By E. Dan Klepper

First he cleared the Grove of us of a lion, and put its skin upon his back, hid-
ing hisyellow hair in its fearful tawnygaping jaws.

Euripides, Hercules

The Nemean lion, a wily beast that once terrorized the coun-
tryside of Greece, was no match for the power of the mighty
Hercules, according to the writer Euripides in his chronicles of
the strongman's life-tale. The story recounted Hercules, com-
manded to rid the region of the man-eating nuisance, corner-

ing the lion in its cave and then subduing the animal with noth-

ing but a single rudimentary weapon - his powerful embrace.
Bring it on, Ultimate Fighting Champion!

The lion in the Euripides tale was the African species, Panthera
leo, rather than Texas' own North American lion, Puma concolor.
But taxonomy and Herculean strength notwithstanding, earth-

bound men have wrestled for centuries with the lion in their

pursuit to knock the king of the

animal world off nature's throne.

The lion, however, whether
African or North American, has

managed to prevail. And the big
cat's own deadly sleeper hold, on
its prey as well as the human psy-

che, has proven to be the true
measure of muscle.

The ancient Hebrews had sev-

eral names for their lions, each

THE LIONS OF TEXAS have been
routine inhabitants of the state for
thousands of years, according to
the fossil record. The mountain lion
roamed throughout its borders at
one time; in fact, it previously
inhabited the entire northern hemi-
sphere, from Canada to South
America, giving it the broadest
known distribution of any wild at

according to the animal's formidability and age. Caphir was a
strong young lion, Arie signified a voracious adult, Shic.lets indi-
cated a ferocious lion of middle age and Lice was the name for
an old lion (a name that succinctly describes a cranky old
hunter who has spent his entire life stalking, killing and eating
wild game). In North America, the Spanish call the lion leon de
montara, the Mayans cabcoh and the Guianans tig rouge. Texans also
have names for their lions, including puma as in its taxonomic
designation Puma concolor, cougar, panther, and catamount, meaning

"cat of the mountain."

The lions of Texas have been routine inhabitants ofthe state
for thousands of years, according to the fossil record. The
mountain lion roamed throughout its borders at one -ime; in

fact, it previously inhabited the entire northern hemisphere,
from Canada to South America, giving it the broades: known
distribution of any wild cat. These predatory animals coexisted

with all other wildlife in the natural world until the dawn of our

agrarian society. For a time, we were willing to share nature's

E I T H-BO U Nt D E \NX AVE W 3R E TL D >

CENTURIES WITH THE LION IN THEIR EFFO
TO KNOCK THE KING OF THE A N MA T WO R.L

TUJRE'S THRONE.
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bounty with the lions, if only by default -
we ate the same things they did. But then
they had the temerity to kill a few fruits of
our labor (like domesticated livestock)
and later our house pets, and then one or
twc of our own kind. Thus a demon was

born, and a battle ensued.

The healthy balance between predator
and prey is a simple and indisputable
concept, and to argue otherwise would be
to enter the realm of, well, mythology.
But for humans, predation is a good thing
only when the circumstances place the
interests of Homo sapiens on the winning

end of the ordeal. In Texas, where the
domestic livestock industry and property

ownership have dominated the dialogue
about the state's native predators, the
mountain lion has remained the elusive
unregulated animal. It is officially classified
as nongame and is not protected from
hunting any time of the year.

Information on the mountain lions of
the Lone Star State, including their

range, behavior and total population, is at
best sparse and often speculative.

Anecdotal stories on Texas lions abound

and make for great reading but are inad-
equate when attempting to comprehend

the true nature of the cat. Several excel-

lent research studies by TPWD biologists

age: and the overall arma of the teeth. A
human's bite force, 'y comparison, is
abou: 18o pounds. The sharp, dagger-
like canines and muscular jaws of a lion

manage to inflict considerable damage,
oftentimes puncturing the jugular vein
anc almost always suffocating the prey.

Deer, one of several prey species of the

c oun:a n lion, are often bitten Eeneath
t+e 

neck during an attack. But rather than

suffering the deer's sharp hooves to do so,

COUNT1LR tO POPULAR i IOUH T, MOUNTAIN LIONS DO N1'I
CHASE AFTER THEIR PREY IN HOT PURSUIT OR POUNCE DOWN

OM CLIFF EDGES OR TREE BRANCHES.

Mike Pittman, Gilbert Guzman and Billy
Pat McKinney; university researchers
Louis Harveson, Mike Tewes, Bruce
Leopold, Jane Packard and David Waid;
and legendary lion trapper Roy T.
McBride have given us much of what
Texans know so far about the wary preda-

tor. But one fact has never been in doubt

- the mountain lion is nature's consum-

mate takedown master.

Counter to popular thought, mountain
lions do not chase after their prey in hot

pursuit or pounce down from cliff edges
or tree branches. The sheer power of a

lion enables it to overtake prey of equal or

smaller size by stealthful stalking until the
meal is within close range. Then the cat
simply rushes the prey and body slams it.

Downing larger prey, however, requires

1he cat to utilize its powerhouse finisher.

A mountain lion does so by mounting its
bigger prey from the side and then biting

through the esophagus. The estimated

white force of a lion's jaw is somewhere
Around 600 to goo pounds depending
upon the size of the jaw muscles, the
length of the jaw bone (providing lever-

the lion will headlock the deer from behind

or dhe side and twist he head around to

expose the neck. Then the lion bites down
and ~colds on until the deer expires.

The mountain lions stalking and killing

te c' niques make it the premier deer hunter
cf Texas. Deer popular ions are healthy in

Texas thanks to the long-term manage-

ment of hunting practices, and this gives
Ae state's top predators -mountain lions

and human deer hurters - an opportu-
nitv to share the wealth. However, lions
are frequently accuse d of reducing deer

populations whenever a decline is rec-
cgnized especially i. the arid country of
the Trans Pecos, waiere water is scarce

vet necessary for maintaining herd popu-
lations of larger mammals like deer. But in

:eality tire culprit is usually drought or loss

Ofnabitat. Research =ndicates that in areas
where neither lion nor deer are hunted,

including Big Bend National Fark, both

species are capable maintaining healthy

populations in response to available

resources. Drought, for instance, reduces

both predator and prey numbers while
habitat gain or recovery increases each
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population to stabilized levels.
Contrary to common lion lore, a lion

will kill the animal it wants rather than

"culling" a herd of the weaker members.
Thus, lions typically kill what they have a
taste for, including white-tailed and mule
deer, javelina, coyote and porcupine. Beef,
on the other hand, is not among the lion's
favorites. As long as deer andjavelina pop-
ulations remain healthy, cattle have little

to worry about. But do humans?

Mountain lion attacks on the human

population are few and far between. But
they do happen, especially in circumstances

where individuals are rambling about in
lion country. Prey behavior studies indicate
that humans often unintentionally mimic

prey by running, walking or swimming like
prey or by wandering about alone and
stopping frequently (as if browsing), and,
well, by simply qualifying in the lightweight
class. Fighting back aggressively with fists
or any sort of hand weapon has proven

effective in preventing fatalities.
These facts shouldn't stop anyone from

enjoying the outdoors. Chances of suf-
fering a rattlesnake bite are far greater in
Texas than catching even a passing glance
of one of the state's big cats. But by better

understanding predator behavior, Texas

hikers, hunters and mountain bikers can
stay safe and be prepared. Some of the
following suggested rules of engagement,

originating out of studies in other states

with lion populations, may help.
For instance, if a mountain lion is sight-

ed at greater than 100 yards and is mov-
ing away, enjoy the view. If it is more than

50 yards away and its attention is direct-
ed at you, the cat is probably curious -

gather up the kids, stay in a group and

keep moving with an eye on the cat. If it

sits down, looks away or starts grooming

itself, then its intentions are nonthreat-
ening for the moment. But if the cat

begins to stare at you while crouching and
hiding and sneaking towards you and is

doing so anywhere within 200 yards, it's

time to get your game on! Raise yourself

up, spread your jacket or other article of

clothing out and above you, and make

menacing sounds - yell! Stay as upright as
possible and, if you do bend down to pick

up stones or sticks for weapons, maintain

eye contact with the lion.
These actions usually suffice in deter-

ring an attack. If the tail starts twitching,

if the cat is keeping its body and head low
to the ground and if its back legs start
pumping like a sprinter's, then you better

get ready to rumble! But forget the
Herculean hug. Think like a boxer. Better

yet, if you're carrying a firearm, don't be
afraid to use it! *
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TEXAS FRESHWATER
FISHERIES CENTER

(9013) 676-2277

SEA CENTER
T E X A S

(979) 292-0100

How about both? Adventure awaits at Sea

Center Texas in Lake Jackson and the Texas

Freshwater Fisheries Center in Athens.

But there's much more besides big fish.

Each location houses a state-of-the-art

marine aquarium and fish hatchery.

And once you've seen all the great stuff

on the inside, go outside and catch some

fish. Both locations offer free fishing with

all bait and tackle provided, but space is

limited, so call today for reservations.

r us 
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- 6 a.m..; KVRT-FM 90.7 / 5:33 p.m.;
KLUX-FM 89.5 / throughout the day
CROCKETn KIVY-AM 1290 / 8:20 a.m.,
KIVY-FM 92.7 / 8:15 a.m.
DIMMrrn KDHN-AM 1470 / 10:30 a.m.

EAGLE PASS: KINL-FM 92.7 / 3:30 p.m.
EASTLAND: KEAS-AM 1590 / 5:50 a.m.,
5:50 p.m. KATX-FM 97.7 / 5:50 a.m.,
5:50 p.m.
EDNA: KGUL-FM 96.1 / 7:10 a.m.
EL CAMPO: KULP-AM 1390 / 2:36 p.m.
EL PASO: KTEP-FM 88.5 / 12:15 p.m.
Thurs.
FA D KNES-FM 99.1 / Sat. mornings
FLOESVULE: KWCB-FM 89.7 /1:30 p.m.
FORT STOCKTON: KFST-AM 860 / 7:10
a.m., KFST-FM 94.3 / 7:10 a .m.
GAINESVILLE: KGAF-AM 1580 /
10 a.m.
GRANBURY: KPIR-AM 1420 / 4:20 p.m.
GREENVILLE: KGVL-AM 1400 /
8:10 a.m.
HARLINGEN: KMBH-FM 88.9 / 4:58
p.m.; KHID-FM 88.1 / 4:58 p.m.
HENDERSON: KZQX-FM 104.7 / 10:20
a.m., 4:20 p.m.
HEREFORD: KPAN-AM 860 / 2:50 p.m.;
KPAN-FM 106.3 / 2:50 p.m.
HILLSBORO: KHBR-AM 1560 /
9:30 a.m.
HOUSTON: KILT-AM 610 / between 4
a.m. and 7 a.m. Thur.-Sun.
HUNTSVILLE: KSHU-FM 90.5 / through-
out the day
JACKSONVILLE: KEBE-AM 1400 /
7:15 a.m.
JUNCTION: KMBL-AM 1450 / 6:40 a.m.,
3:30 p.m., KOOK-FM 93.5 / 10:20 a.m.,
3:30 p.m.
KERRVILLE: KRNH-FM 92.3 / 5:31 a.m.,
12:57 p.m., 7:35 p.m.; KERV-AM 1230 /
7:54 a.m., 11:42 p.m., 6:42 p.m.; KRVL-
FM 94.3 / :54 a.m., 11:42 p.m., 6:42 p.m.
KILGORE: KZQX-FM 105.3 / 10:20 a.m.
and 4:20 p.m.
LA GRANGE: KBUK-FM 104.9 / 12:30
p.m.; KVLG-AM 1300 / 12:30 p.m.
LAKE CHEROKEE: KZQX-FM 104.7 /
10:20 a.m. and 4:20 p.m.
LAMPASAS: KACQ-FM 101.9 / 8:25
a.m..; KCYL-AM 1450 / 8:25 a.m.
LAREDO: KHOY-FM 88.1 /throughout
the day
LEVELLAND: KIVT-AM 1230 /
12:30 p.m.
LLANO: KITY-FM 102.9 /5:15 a.m.; 1:15
p.m.; 3:15 p.m.; 9:15 p.m.
LONGVIEW: KZQZ-FM 101.9 /
10:20 a.m.; 4:20 p.m.
LUBBOCK: KJTV-AM 950 / overnights
LUFKIN: KUEZ-FM 100.1 / 12:15 p.m.;
KYBI-FM 101.9 / 12:15 p.m.
MADISONVILLE: KMVL-AM 1220 / 7:45
a.m.; KMVL-FM 100.5 / 7:45 a.m.
MARSHALL: KCUL-FM 92.3 / 6:12 a.m.;
KMHT-FM 103.9 / 6:25 a.m.; KMHT-AM
1450 / 6:25 a.m.
MASON: KOTY-FM 95.7 /throughout

the day
MESQUITE: KEOM-FM 88.5 / 8:15 a.m.,
2:30 p.m., 8:30 p.m. Mon.-Thu.; 8:15
a.m., 2:30 p.m. Fri.
MEXIA KRQX-AM 1590 / 3:15 p.m.;
KYCX-FM 104.9 / 3:15 p.m.
MINEOLA: KMOO-FM 99.9 / 5:15 p.m.
MONAHANS: KLBO-AM 1330 / between
8-9 a.m. and 1-3 p.m.
NAOGDOCHES: KSAU-FM 90.1 /
2:45 p.m.
NEW BRAUNFELS: KGNB-AM 1420 /
5:55 a.m.
ODESSA: KCRS-AM 550 / 6:15 a.m.,
5:50 p.m., KOCV-FM 91.3 / 6:49 a.m.
PECOS: KlUN-AM 1400 / 10:30 a.m.
PAINVIEW: KVOP-AM 1090 /9:50 a.m.
ROCKDALE: KRXT-FM 98.5 / 5:04 a.m.,
8:45 p.m.
SAN ANGELO: KGKL-AM 960 / 6:32
a.m. and 6:58 p.m.
SAN ANTONIO: KSTX-FM 89.1 /9:04 p.m.

SEGUIN: KWED-AM 1580 / 7:55 a.m.
SONORA: KHOS-FM 92.1 /10:15 a.m.;
KYXX-FM 94.3 / 10:15 a.m.
SULPHUR SPRINGS: KSST-AM 1230 /
2:50 a.m., 11:50 a.m.
SWEETWATER: KXOX-FM 96.7 / 8:30
a.m.; KXOX-AM 1240 / 8:30 a.m.
TEMPLE: KTEM-AM 1400 / 10:20 a.m.
TEXARKANA: KTXK-FM 91.5 / 2:04 p.m.
VICTORIA: KTXN-FM 98.7 / 6:50 a.m.;
KZAM-FM 104.7 / 7:10 a.m.;KGUL-FM
96.1 /7:10 a.m.
WACO: KBBW-AM 1010 /throughout
the day
WICHITA FALLS: KWFS-AM 1290 / 6:15
a.m., 7:45 a.m.
WOODVILLE: KWUD-AM 1490 /
throughout the day
VIRTUAL RADIO eTUNZ:
<www.etunz.net> /:10 and :20 every hour.
THE TEXAS NEWS CENTER.COM
<www.texasnewscenter.com>

"Passport to Texas" is available at
no cost to stations across the state.

For information fax (512) 389-4450 or
write to 4200 Smith School Road,

Austin, Texas 78744, e-mail
<info@passporttotexas.org>.
This series is made possible by:

PARKS &

WILDLIFE

FOUNDATION

ANHEUSER U BUSCH

and a grant from:

&
i*~1

dOP
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FREE Information!
Circle the numbers on the card that

correspond to advertisers that interestyou.
Then mail the postage-paid card.

1. City of Lewisville, pg. 15
800-657-9571
www.visitlewisville. com

2. Eagle Optics, pg. 12
800-289-1132
www.eagleoptics.com

3. Laredo CVB, pg. 9
800-361-3360
www.viva-laredo. com

4. Louisiana State Parks, pg. 21
877-CAMP-N-LA
www.lastateparks.com

5. Port Arthur CVB, pg. 15
800-235-7822
www.portarthurtexas.com

6. Spin-Cast Wildlife Feeders, pg. 62
800-950-7087
www.spincastfeeders.com

7. Texas Hill Country River Region, pg. 14
800-210-0380

www.thcrr.con

8. Tilson Homes, pg. 11
866-784-5766

ww-.tilson-horn es. comn
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THE FRONT UINE OF NEWS AND VIEWS

"TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE"

Winner of 12 Emmy Awards, our television
series is broadcast throughout Texas on local
PBS affiliates. In stereo with closed captions.

<www.tpwd.state.tx.us/tv>

AMARILLO: KACV, Ch. 2 /Wed. 12:30 p.m.
AUSTIN: KLRU, Ch. 18 / Sun. 9 a.m. / Mon. 12:30
p.m.; KLRU2, Cable Ch. 20 / Tues. 11 p.m.
BRYAN-COLLEGE STATION: KAMU, Ch. '5 /
Thurs. 7 p.m. / Sun. 5 p.-n., 10:30 p.m.
CORPUS CHRISTI: KEDT, Ch. 16/ Sun. 11 a.m. ?
Fri. 11:30 p.m.
DALLAS-FORT WORTH: KERA, Ch. '3/ Sat. 8 a.m.
Also serving Abilene, Denton, Longview, Marshall, San Angel.,
Texarkana, Tyler, Wichita Falls, Sherman

EL PASO: KCOS, Ch. 13 / Sat. 3:00 p.m.
(rotates with other programs; check list ncs)
HARLINGEN: KMBH, Ch. 60 / Sun 5 p.m.
Also serving McAllen, Mission, Brownsville

HOUSTON: KUHT, Ch. 8/ Sat. 3 p.m. / Fri. 1 p.m.
Also serving Beaumont/Port Arthu-, Galveston, Texas City, Vietoria

KILLEEN: KNCT, Ch. 46/ Sun. 5 p. m.
Also serving Temple

LUBBOCK: KTXT, Ch. 5,' Sun. 5:30 p m.
ODESSA-MIDLAND: KOCV, Ch. 36 /Sat. 5 o.m.
SAN ANTONIO & LAREDO: KLRN, Ch. 9 / Friday
noon, Sunday 1:30 p.m.
WACO: KWBU, Ch. 34 / Sat. 3 p.m.

check local listings. Times and dates are subject to &
change, especially during PBS membership

drives.

.

"PASSPORT TO TEXAS"
Your Radio Guide to the
Great Texas Outdoors

Join hosts Joel Block and Cecilia Nasti
weekdays for a 90-second journey irto the
Texas Outdoors. Producers: Cecilia Jasti,

(512) 389-4667 and Lisa Wheeler, (512) 389-
8031. Check this listing for a station near

you. Listen Monday-Friday unless
indicated otherwise. Or tune in on the Web:

<www.passporttotexas.org>

ABILENE: KACU-FM 89.7 / 7:00 a.m.,
1:43 p.m., 6 p.m.; KWKC-AM 1340/
6:30 a.m.
ALPINE: KSRU-AM 1670 / 2:00 p.m
MWF.; KVLF-AM 1240 / 6:30 a.m.,
KALP-FM 92.7 / 6:30 a.m.
AMARILLO: KACV-FM 89.9 /9:20 a m.
ATLANTA: KPYN-AM 900 / 7:30 a.m.
AUSTIN: KWNX-AM 1260 and KZNX-
AM 1530 9:20 a.m. Sun.
AUSTIN AMERICAN-STATESMAN'S
INSIDE LINE: (512) 416-5700 category
6287 (NATR)
BEAUMO . KLVI-AM 560 / 5:20 a.m.
BEDFORD: KMCE, K-Meadow, Mead-
ow Creek Elementary/ throughout
the day
BIG SPRING: KBST-AM 1490 / 10:50
a.m.; KBST-FM 95.7 / 10:50 a.m.
BONIAM: KFYN-AM 1420 / 10:10 a.m.
KFYZ-FM 98.3 / 10:10 a.m.
BRADV: KNEL-AM 1490 /7:20 a.m.;
KNEL-FM 95.3 /7:20 a.m.
BRVAN: KZNE-AM 1150 / 5:40 p.m.
CANTON: KVCI-AM 1510 / 8:20 a.m.
CANYON: KWTS-FM 91.1 /throughout
the day
CARTHAGE: KGAS-AM 1590 /through-
out the day; KGAS-FM 104.3 /
throughout the day
CENTER KDET-AM 930 / 5:20 p.m.;
KQSI-FM 92.5 / 5:20 p.m.
CISCO: KCER-FM 105.9 / 12:00 p.m.
COMMERCE: KETR-FM 88.9 / 10:15 a.m.
CORPUS CHRISTI KEDT-FM 90.3 /
5:33 p.m.; KFTX-FM 97.5 / between 5

continued on page 56
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FROM BIG BEND TO THE BIG THICKET AND THE RED TO THE RIO GRANDE

BIG BEND COUNTRY

JUNE: Hiking Tours, Hueco
Tanks SHS, El Paso, Wed. - Sun.,
reservations, (915) 849-6684

JUNE: Desert Garden Tours,
Barton Warnock Environ-
mental Education Center,
Terlingua, reservations, (432)
424-3327

JUNE: Summer Amphithe-
ater Programs, Davis Moun-
tains SP, Fort Davis, Wed. -
Sat. night, (432) 426-3337

JUNE: Pictograph Tours,
Hueco Tanks SHS, El Paso,
every Wed. - Sun., reserva-
tions, (915) 849-6684

JUNE: Texas Camel Treks,
Monahans Sandhills SP,
Monahans, e-mail or call for
dates, info@texascamel-
corps.com ,(866) 6CAMELS

JUNE: Fate Bell Cave Dwell-
ing, Seminole Canyon SP&
HS, Comstock, Wed. - Sun.,
(432) 292-4464

JUNE: White Shaman Tour,
Seminole Canyon SP&HS,
Comstock, Sat., (888) 525-9907

JUNE 10: Stories of Spirits,
Magoffin Home SHS, El Paso,
reservations, (915) 533-5147

JUNE 18: Solitario Tour, Big
Bend Ranch SP, Presidio,
reservations, (432) 229-3416

JUNE 19: Birding Tours,
Hueco Tanks SHS, El Paso,
reservations, (915) 849-6684

JUNE 25: Guale Mesa Tour,
Big Bend Ranch SP, Presidio,
reservations required, (432)
229-3416

For more detailed information on outdoor events across the
state, visit <www.tpwd.state.tx.us> and click on "TPWD
Events" in the blue area labeled "In the Parks."

GULF COAST

JUNE: Weekend Nature Pro-
grams, Brazos Bend SP,
Needville, Sat. - Sun., (979)
553-5101

JUNE: Hatchery Tours, CCA /
AEP Marine Development
Center SFH, Corpus Christi,
Mon. - Sat., reservations,
(361) 939-7784

JUNE: Bay Seining, Galveston
Island SP, Galveston, every
Sunday, (409) 737-1222

JUNE: Bay Walk, Galveston
Island SP, Galveston, every
Saturday, (409; 737-1222

JUNE: Exploring Sea Life,
Galveston Island SP, Gal-
veston, Sat., (409) 737-1222

JUNE: Aquarium and
Hatchery Tours, Sea Center
Texas, Lake Jackson, Tues. -
Sun., (979) 292-0100

JUNE: Marsh Airboat Tours,

Sea Rim SP, Sabine Pass,
Wed. - Sun., reservations rec-
ommended, (409) 971-2559

JUNE: Summer Night Hikes,
Sea Rim SP, Sabine Pass, Sat.,
reservations, (409) 971-2559

JUNE 3: Friday Morning Bird
Watching, Brazos Bend SP,
Needville, (979) 553-5101

JUNE 4: Junior Angler
Jamboree, Sabine Pass
Battleground SP&HS, Sabine
Pass, (409) 971-2559

JUNE 4: Free Fishing Day
Youth Fishing, Sea Center
Texas, Lake Jackson, (979)
292-0100

JUNE 4, 11, 17, 18, 25: Story
Time, Sea Center Texas, Lake
Jackson, (979) 292-0100

JUNE 11: Nighttime Alligator
Count and Marsh Tour, J.D.
Murphree WMA, Port Arthur,
reservations, (409) 736- 2551
ext. 23

JUNE 17-18: Skinny Water
Rodeo Fishing Tournament,
Ingleside, (888) 899-2906

JUNE 18: Juneteenth Service,
Varner-Hogg Plantation SHS,
West Columbia, (979) 345-4656

HILL COUNTRY

JUNE: Gorman Falls Tour,
Colorado Bend SP, Bend,
Sat.- Sun. weather permit-
ting, (325) 628-3240

JUNE: Walking Wild Cave
Tour, Colorado Bend SP,
Bend, Sat.- Sun. weather per-
mitting, (325) 628-3240

JUNE: Evening Bat Flights,
Devil's Sinkhole SNA, Rock
Springs, Wed.-Sun., reservc-
tions, (830) 683- 2287

JUNE: Cowboy Sunset
Serenade and Historic
Hayride, Garner SP, Concan,
every Mon. - Fri., reserva-
tions, (830) 232-5999

JUNE: Interpretive Trail Hikes,
Garner SP, Concan, every
Tues.- Fri., (830) 232-6132

JUNE: Interpretive Programs,
Guadalupe River SP, Spring
Branch, Sat., (830) 438-2656

JUNE: Saturday Morning
Interpretive Walk, Honey
Creek SNA, Spring Branch,
Sat., (830) 438-2656

JUNE: Wild Cave Tour, Long-
horn Cavern SP, Burnet, Sat.,
reservations,, (877) 441-2283

JUNE 3: Range and Wildlife
Seminar, Kerr WMA, Hunt,
(830) 238-4483

JUNE 4: Crawling Wild Cave
Exploration, Colorado BenJ
SP, Bend, reservations, (325)
628-3240

JUNE 11: Aztec Eagles
Symposium, Admiral Nim tz
SHS-National Museum of:he
Pacific War, Fredericksburg,
(830) 997-4379
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JUNE 11: Bluegrass in the
Park, Inks Lake SP, Burnet,
(512) 793-2223

JUNE 11: Bat Flights at
Stuart Bat Cave, Kickapoo
Cavern SP, Brackettville,
reservations, (830) 563-2342

JUNE 11: Morning Bird
Walks, Kickapoo Cavern SP,
Brackettville, reservations
required, (830) 563-2342

JUNE 11: Wild Cave Tour,
Kickapoo Cavern SP,
Brackettville, reservations
required, (830) 563-2342

JUNE 11, 25: Simple Sounds
Concert in the Cave, Long-
horn Cavern SP, Burnet,
reservations, (877) 441-2283

JUNE 14: Flag Day Program,
Admiral Nimitz SHS-National
Museum of the Pacific War,
Fred-ericksburg, (830) 997-
4379

JUNE 17-18: 30th Anniver-
sary of Sauer-Beckmann
Living History Farm, Lyndon
B. Johnson SP&HS,
Stonewall, (830) 644-2252

JUNE 18: Trail Project,
Enchanted Rock SNA,
Fredericksburg, (325) 247-
3903

JUNE 18: Full Moon Hikes,
Inks Lake SP, Burnet, (512)
793-2223

PANHANDLE PLAINS

JUNE 2-4: Texas State Blue-
grass Festival, Coliseum,
Brownwood, visit www.lake-
brownwoodfriends org or
call (325) 643-8011

JUNE 4: Sun Fun and Star
Walk, Copper Breaks SP,
Quanah, (940) 839-4331

JUNE: Lost Creek Trailway
Hike, Fort Richardson SP&HS
& Lost Creek Reservoir State
Trailway, Jacksboro, (940)
567-3506

JUNE 4: 13th Annual Kid
Fishing Tournament, Lake
Arrowhead SP, Wichita Falls,
(940) 528-2211

JUNE 4: Annual Rough Fish
Contest, Lake Arrowhead SP,
Wichita Falls, (940) 528-2211

JUNE 4: Bison Seminar, San
Angelo SP, San Angelo, (325)
949-4757

JUNE 4, 18: Night Noises,
Palo Duro Canyon SP,
Canyon, (806) 488-2227

JUNE 11: Stargazing Party,
Big Spring SP, Big Spring,
(432) 263-4931

JUNE 11-12: Slither Under
the Moon Night Race,
Copper Breaks SP, Quanah,
visit www.rattlesnakerac-
ing.com, (940) 839-4331

JUNE 24: Canyon Critters,
Palo Duro Canyon SP,
Canyon, (806) 488-2227

PINEYWOODS

JUNE: Nature Hikes, Lake
Livingston SP, Livingston,
reservations, (936) 365-2201

JUNE: Walk on the Wild Side,
Martin Dies, Jr. SP, Jasper,
every Sunday, (409) 384-5231

JUNE: Kids Ride Free, Texas
State Railroad SP, Rusk,
every Thurs. - Sun., reserva-
tions, (800) 442-8951

JUNE 4: Kids Fish Flop
Tournament, Martin Dies, Jr.
SP, Jasper, (409) 384-5231

JUNE 4: Fireside Storytelling,
Mission Tejas SP, Grapeland,
(936) 687-2394

JUNE 4: Kids Fishing Day,
Tyler SP, Tyler, (903) 597-5338

JUNE 11, 18, 25: Saturday
Evening Programs, Martin
Dies, Jr. SP, Jasper, (409)
384-5231

JUNE 18: Floating the Forks,
Martin Dies, Jr. SP, Jasper,
reservations, (409) 384-5231

JUNE 18: Archeology Tour,
Mission Tejas SP, Grapeland,
(936) 687-2394

JUNE 25-26: Field Day, Texas
State Railroad SP, Rusk,
(800) 442-8951

PRAIRIES & LAKES

JUNE: Kreische Brewery
Tours, Monument Hill &
Kreische Brewery SHS,
LaGrange, Sat. - Sun. weath-
er permitting, (979) 968-5658

JUNE: Ranger Tales, Purtis
Creek SP, Eustace, every Sat.,
(903) 425-2332

JUNE: Exhibit: Love's
Messenger: Courtship in the
Victorian Age, Sebastopol
House SHS, Seguin, Fri.-
Sun., (830) 379-4833

JUNE 4: Kids Wilderness
Survival, Cedar Hill SP, Cedar
Hill, reservations, (972) 291-
3900 Ext. 323

JUNE 4: Kids Fishing Day,
Cooper Lake SP/South
Sulphur Unit, Sulphur
Springs, (903) 395-3100

JUNE 4: Kids Fishing Derby,
Eisenhower SP, Denison,
(903) 465-1956

JUNE 4: Kid's Wilderness
Survival, Lake Mineral Wells
SP & Trailway, Mineral Wells,
reservations, (940) 328-1171

JUNE 4: Annual Kids Fishing
Tournament, Lake Whitney
SP, Whitney, (254) 694-3793

JUNE 4: Texas Stars and
Guitars Fest, Lake Whitney
SP, Whitney, (254) 694-3793

JUNE 4: 13th Annual Kids
Fish and Play Day, Purtis
Creek SP, Eustace, (903) 425-
2332

JUNE 4: Junior Angler
Adventure, Texas Freshwater
Fisheries Center, Athens,
(903) 676-BASS

JUNE 6-9, 13-16: Outdoor
Adventure and Ecology
Program, Palmetto SP,
Gonzales, reservations, (830)
672-3266

JUNE 10: Wildlife Slide
Show, Eisenhower SP,
Denison, (903) 465-1956

JUNE 11: Wildflower Walk,
Cooper Lake SP/Doctors
Creek Unit, Cooper, (903)
395-3100

JUNE 11: Stagecoach Days,
Fanthorp Inn SHS, Anderson,
(936) 873-2633

JUNE 11: Stargazing Party,
Ray Roberts Lake SP/Isle du
Bois Unit, Pilot Point, (940)
686-2148

JUNE 11, 25: Canoe Tours,
Purtis Creek SP, Eustace,
reservations, (903) 425-2332

JUNE 17: Fish of Lake
Texoma Slide Show,
Eisenhower SP, Denison,
(903) 465-1956

JUNE 18: Spiders, Snakes
and Venomous Creatures,
Cooper Lake SP/South
Sulphur Unit, Sulphur
Springs, (903) 395-3100

JUNE 18: Cowboy Campfire,
Music and Poetry, Lake
Mineral Wells SP & Trailway,
Mineral Wells, (940) 328-1171

JUNE 25: Get to Know the
Trees, Cedar Hill SP, Cedar
Hill, (972) 291-5940

JUNE 25: Penn Farm Tour,
Cedar Hill SP, Cedar Hill,
(972) 291-5940

SOUTH TEXAS PLAINS

JUNE: Nature Programs, Goliad
SP Goliad, call for date, (361)
645-3405

JUNE: Trail Walk, Goliad SP,
Goliad, Sun., (361) 645-3405

JUNE 11: Animal Signs,
Government Canyon SNA,
San Antonio, reservations,
educcmte@hotmail.com or
call (210) 688-2208

SP
SHS

State Park
State Historical Site

SNA State Natural Area
WMA Wildlife

Management Area
SFH State Fish Hatchery
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GOODS AND SERVICES FOR T-IE OUTDOOR ENTHUSIAST

H A R K E T P L A C E
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION & MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: (512) 912-7003

ARCHEOLOGY PR DU TS&SEVIE

Lake Ivie. Full Service Fishing Lo
kinds of fishing, including Fly fish
room.

www.fishinwithdave.com

WEST TAWAKONI CATFISH CAPITAL OF TEXAS

Wet & Wild Rally • June 24th-26th
CAMPING FISHING BOATING
GOLFING RV PARKS BIRDING

WATER-SPORTS

WWW.TAWAKONI.ORG

World's Best Snapper Recipe. Send $2.00
to 1611 Bluewater Dr. Freeport, Tx 77566.

LAYOUT BOATS
& Hunting accesoges

Information Packet Today, 3 Models
3 Color Options 9'6"/ 11' 13'6Winter White / Water Grey Toll Free (800) 455-8606

Skyline Fall Flight Como www.tourdverslayoutboats.co

WWW.MARSHRIDER.COM OR (903) 898-2462

Kayak Rentals. For the Nueces River in the
Texas Hill Country.

www.kayakthenueces.com (830) 597-6400

T- E

GET ALL 3 FREE

dge. All The Texas Archeological Society
ing, Game 2005 Field School is a Family Experience!

Join us!

(325) 365-5295 www.txarch.org

Hand Crafted, Personalized Bootraccs and Cster Sets.
P.O. Box 126, Uvalde. TX 78802

Visa/Mastercard. Call to order a Free Brochure
Toll Free (888) 301-1967 - www.crawjacks.com

GREAT FATHER'S DAY GIFT!

WESTERNGFNERALSTORE.COM
~ Cow Hides - Rustic Furniture

- Texas Stars ~Barbed '.Vire Swags

866-48-HAPPY

Shop the website or visit our

showroom in Hempstead, Tx

tJune Texas Flag, USA Flag. Camouflage,
Swimwear, Free Scrunchy, Renaissanze, Toga,

Oktoberfest, Halloween Costumes, S~lk
18001377-7240 Lingerie, Sheets, Corsets, Hosiery.

www.avalonusa.com

Blake Lighting & Design. Western Lamps,
Wine Racks, Magazine Racks, & Western

Home Decor.

www.blakelighting.net

Versatility is
the name of the

game with Sweeney's

directional feeders.
This best-selling

automated feecer is
- _h easily converted from

---- e field use to water

use, making it a highly efficient and effective
wildlife management tool to grow trophy
bass and bucks.

" Powered by the new Auger System

• Now dispense a wider range of feed sizas
from very fine starter feeds to larger feeds

• New design prevents clogging

• Reduces and eases maintenance time

• Varmint Proof

• Most reliable directional feeder on the market

M Sweeney Enterprises offers an
UNCONDITIONAL 3 YEAR WARRANTY

Check Our Web Site For Snorial Offer'
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PROUCT

PREMIER
BLJILDJNG SYSTEMS

1800.882-5150 (770) 239-2085

The more ou look,
The better we look!

30x40x10............$6,229
50x60x12...........$11,305
60x100x12.........$19,995
100x150x16.......$ 59,475
Does not include freight tax, anv construction

cost. *Codes & market may affect prices.
AL!L SIZES AVAILABLE

26 GA., 20 YEAR WARRANTY ROOF & WALLS

MLIN'IARIEOUSESAVAILABLE
0 10

Custom Quality Steel Buildings
at Discount Prices!

www.premierbuildings.com

MAGNUM
HUNTING PRODUCTS

I 219 Brand Lane, Stafford, TX 77477
(281) 261-0803

Cabela's Inc. We are looking to buy high-
quality horns, skins and mounts of all wild

game including African and North American

big-game animals, for display in our retail

stores.

Also looking for old hunting and fishing
photos, rods, reels, lures, wooden ammo
boxes, sporting signs, decoys, antique traps,
snowshoes - almost anything old and

outdoor-related.

Please sendphotos andprices to: Mark Dowse,
One Cabela Dr. Sidney, NE 69160

Sporting Art. Originals & Prints. Cowan,
Dearman, Crowe, Barnes, Booth. Your Texas

Sporting Art Headquarters.

www.sloanegallery.com

A U T M A T I C

GAME FEEDERS
• 24-Hr. Quartz Timers
• Digital Timers
• Photocell Timers
• Batteries
• Solar Chargers
"Many Accessories

• Repairs (All Brands)
• Dealer Inquiries Invited
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* The Great Stays of Texas (mAT)

includes :he state's

finest bed & break-
fast inns, courtry

nns, guesthouses and

QR distinctive hotels.

The HAT seal of
approval Teans that the property is not only
beautiful but unique, sparkling c ean and
also is full of 1:xas charm. Fo- a fall listing
of HAT accommodations, visit us at

wvw.hat.crg or call (800) HAT-0368.

* Texas Ranch Life. Restored historic Texas
homes or. 1,400-acre ranch between.

Bellville & Chappell Hill. Weekend rental
includes bass fishing, trail and chuckwagon

rides, cutting, bird/coyote/raccoon hunt-ng

and cow works available.

www.texasranchli'e.com (86E) TEXASRL

* Mariposa Ranch. Cabins, fireplaces, Jacuzzis

for two, dinners, carriage rides, "Enchanted

Evening" packages. -Southern Living
www.maripcsaranch.com (877) 647-4774

* Meyer E&B. On Cypress Creek, Hill
Country, mid-1800s stage stop, Texas

landmark. Pool hot tub, fireplaces golf.

www.meyerbedan:dbreakfast.com (888) 995-5100

* The Full Moon Inn. Quiet, peaceful,
fireplaces, whirlpool tubs, full :reakfast,
weddings & reunions.

www.fullmocninn..om (800) 997-1124
www~texas-wedding.com

* Palo Alto Creek Farm. Landmark
historic Germar-Texas farmstead on the

creek. Ancient caks, abundant wildlife, Hill

Country t-anqu-lity. Beautifull- renovated

log cabin, barn, farmhouse all with private

spa therapy rooms.

www.paloaltocreekfarm.com (8001 997-0)89

* Settler's Crossing Bed and Breakfast.
Private historic log cabins and cottages

spread over 35 Fark-like acres, just minutes
from town.

www.settleis.rossing.com (800 874-1020

* Town Creek B&B. 6 romantic rooms
with private bath/entry. 3 blocks to town

center. Gourmet breakfast
www.towncreekfredericksburg.com (877) 777-6848

C a Daid B&B with 5 romantic
_ cottages and a main

house. King-sized beds,
cable TV, phones,
fireplaces, kitchens and
whirlpool tubs. Gourmet
breakfast delivered to
you each morning.

* Gruene Mansion Inn. Premier
romantic B&B, next door to Gruene Hall

and overlooking the Guadalupe River...

a little Texas Magic.
www.GrueneMansioninn.com (830) 629-2641

* The Whistler B&B. 1859 Victorian
home, lovingly restored. Original antiques.

Peaceful atmosphere on 3 wooded acres.

Gourmet breakfast.

www.thewhistlerbnb.com (800) 404-2834

* Castle Avalon. Romantic bed and break-
fast surrounded by 160 acres of Texas Hill

Country.

www.castleavalon.com (877) 885-4780

* Historic Kuebler-Waldrip Haus &
Danville Schoolhouse. 43-acre deer
haven near Gruene, rivers. Getaways,

reunions, weddings, corporate retreats. 10

luxurious rooms, Jacuzzis. Delicious

breakfasts.

www.kueblerwaldrip.com (800) 299-8372

NATIONALLY HISTORIC VICTORIAN HOME.
EIGHT ROOMS EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH.
FULL BREAKFAST INCLUDED. CALL FOR BROCHURE.

Hummer House. Largest hummingbird
feeding/nesting site. Observation room for

viewing birds, deer, turkey. Dan Brown,
Box 555, Christoval, TX 76935
www.hummerhouse-texasgems.com (877) 255-2254

F `T. T' S OF TEXAS (HAT)

The Trailhead for Your Weekend
Getaway.
A Web site with Texas ev nts and attractions

in-ormation.

wvww.TheTexasTrai s.com
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THIS MONTH'S INNSIDER CHOICE
is Wildseed Farms in Fredericksburg, Texas.

The "Meadows" at Wildseed Farms features a

3,000 sq.ft. gorgeous live butterfly exhibit.

Learn about the individual species and the

plants on which they feed.

The Butterfly Haus

Wildseed Farms
425 Wildflower Hills

Fredericksburg, TX 78624

(800) 848-0078 WILD EED F vs
www.wildseedfarms.com

HooPEs' HOUSE
ROCKPORT, TEXAS

(8oo) 924-1008

WWW.HOOPESHOUSE.COM

1 2DI I

Corpus Christ - Trcpical Breezes Condos

>n the beach, Fisherman's Parad se.

www.beachfrontcondos. iz [86E) 572-4900

Lake Whitney-Rocky Creek Lodge. Clean
cabins, 24-hr. f-shing, largest coveted fishing

& boat docks.

www.rockycreeklodge.cc m (254) 622-3383

Ke-rville - Hc- iday Inn Express Hotel &
Suites.
www.kerrvillemote .com 300) 404-4125

Kerrville - Turtle C-eek .odge. Sleeps two
tc 18. creek swimming, -ish-ng, peaceful.

Children, pets velcoire.

wAw.turtlecreeklodge.cor, (213) 828-0377

KNOLLE FAIRv[ AND RANCH
1_ Fine Count:- Ina

Upscale inn on historic ranch near Ccrpta Christi.
Guided Hun', Birdirg, HorseE, C noeing,

Fishing, G:urm!: Meals anc Picnics.
(361) 547-2546 • www.knole.xom

Rio Frio Lodgirg. Private vacation hames &
cabins in the Hill Coun-ry, near Lost Maples

& Garner State =arks B:rdng & -- ure tours.

C cme hike, bike or ka-'a:.
www.FrioLodging.c:m (830: 966-2320

Fredericksburg - Surdav Hcuse Inn &
Suites.
www.SundayHouse nn.ccr1 (8881 900-0058

Kerrville - Best Western Sunday House

www.BestWesternKerrvil e.com )E88) 900-8914

' ' .0,T
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hile modern technology has

basically eliminated seasickness,

there's nothing that we know of-yet-that

can eliminate rough seas. But a pair of

Canon Image Stabilizer Binoculars can help

make for smoother sailing.

Whether you are spotting birds while

fishing or sighting channel buoys and day

markers, even the most rugged binoculars

are useless if you can't keep your subject 1x50 IS AW ensure a secure grip urder any you can buy. Check out the enti- line of IS

from bouncing all over the place. That's

why the new 10x42L IS WP, Canon's first

waterproof* binoculars to feature L Series

Optics and Image Stabilizer technology,

are the ideal binoculars to keep on board.

The moment you press the IS button, the

vertical and horizontal sensors detect motion

in any direction. The amount of shake is

then counteracted by a microprocessor-

controlled set of Vari-Angle prisms, making

the image steady and clear.

With their special rubber armor and All-

Weather (AW) design, the 18x50 IS AW and

conditions, and are engineered to w thstand

tb harshest elements, such as heavy rain.

The 12x36 IS Il binoculars feature high

(I 2x) magnification and state-of--he-art

Canon optics to provide amazing sharpness

anc contrast, with distortion-free clarity.

And the power-savir.g design delivers up to

12 hours of continuous use,** ideal for a day

at sea. The 8x25 IS are the world's smalles:,

lightest, and most affordable image-stabilized

binoculars."** Like the 10x30 I_, they are

designed to fit comfortably in your hands,

making them the most compact IS binoculars

binoculars at your authorized Canoa dealer.

You'll like what you sen.

Canon KNOW HOW©

© 2005 Canon U.S.A., Inc. Canon and Canon Know How are registered trademarks of Canon Inc. in the United Statan md may also be registered trademarks c -trademarks in other countries Visit us at www.us.canon.com or call 1-800-OK-CANON.
*The 10x42L IS WP binoculars can be fully submersed for 30 minutes at a depth of 1 meter. *With optional lithiLen iqn battery. "*As of January 2005.
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